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Abstract

In this thesis, we propose several enhancement modules to Multipath TCP

(MPTCP) so as to support stable and efficient multipath transmission with

user cooperation in the Long Term Evolution (LTE) network. Specifically,

we aim to 1) provide a stable aggregate throughput to the upper-layer ap-

plications; 2) guarantee a steady goodput, which is the real application-layer

perceived throughput; and 3) ensure that the local traffic of the relays is not

adversely affected when the relays are forwarding data for the destination.

Firstly, we propose a subset-sum based relay selection (SSRS) module to

achieve a stable aggregate throughput with MPTCP in the user cooperation

scenario. Secondly, two independent and complementary modules, adaptive

congestion control (ACC) and differentiated packet forwarding (DPF), are

developed to improve the goodput based on the stable aggregate throughput

provided by SSRS. Thirdly, a bandwidth sharing module extends the con-

gestion control algorithm of MPTCP to ensure that the throughput of the

local traffic at the relays is not degraded by the forwarding traffic for the

destination. As the foundation of ACC and DPF, the SSRS and bandwidth
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sharing modules can protect the local traffic of the relays and provide a sta-

ble aggregate throughput so that ACC and DPF can further improve the

goodput perceived at the application layer.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed extensions to MPTCP, we im-

plement an MPTCP module in ns-3 and extend the LTE network module of

ns-3 to support user cooperation among mobile devices. The performance

of the proposed solutions is extensively evaluated in various scenarios. The

simulation results demonstrate that the proposed modules can achieve a sta-

ble aggregate throughput and significantly improve the goodput by 1.5 times

on average. At the same time, the results also show that our extensions can

well respect the local traffic of the relays and motivate the relay users to

provide the relaying service.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the motivation of user cooperation and

transport layer multipath transmission protocols. Specifically, we study the

multipath transport control protocol (MPTCP) in the user cooperation sce-

nario within the Long Term Evolution (LTE) network. After discussing the

challenges posed by user cooperation to MPTCP, we highlight three major

research objectives and the corresponding contributions of this thesis.

1.1 Motivations

1.1.1 User cooperation

Nowadays, the fast development of wireless communication technologies pro-

vides a good opportunity for mobile devices to run a variety of bandwidth-

intensive applications, such as video streaming and video conferencing [1]. By

1



adopting cutting-edge technologies, e.g., multiple-input and multiple-output

(MIMO) and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), the band-

width and transmit rate of the cellular network are increased dramatically.

Long Term Evolution (LTE) can already support a maximum downlink peak

rate of 300 Mbps and an uplink peak rate of 75 Mbps to mobile users [2].

Meanwhile, Wi-Fi hotspots are largely deployed in both outdoor and indoor

places, such as the airport, university campus, coffee house and business

building. These hotspots usually offer a higher transmission rate than the

cellular network. For instance, the latest IEEE 802.11n can support a data

rate of 600 Mbps with the use of four spatial streams at a channel bandwidth

of 40 MHz [3].

All these high capacity wireless networks enable applications that require a

high bandwidth in mobile devices. A report by Cisco in 2010 shows that

almost 70% of mobile traffic will carry video data in 2015 [4]. Providing a

stable quality of service (QoS) required by mobile video users is still, however,

a challenging issue in wireless networks. There are several reasons behind this

problem. First, wireless networks cannot guarantee a full coverage with the

same signal strength to all mobile users. In some indoor environments, such

as inside an elevator or a basement, the signal strength of the cellular network

is much lower than that in outdoor places. Second, more importantly, in both

cellular and Wi-Fi networks, the bandwidth available to an individual user is

often much lower than the peak rate advertised by wireless network providers,

due to the fact that many users compete for wireless resources at the same

2



time. Actually, in a real deployment, the rate that a user can achieve depends

on many different factors, such as the distance to the base station (BS), the

number of users simultaneously connected to the BS, and the bandwidth of

the backhaul connection from the associated BS to the wired Internet. All

these uncertain factors can impact the stable QoS required by mobile users.

In 2010, PC Magzine conducted a national test in the U.S. and found that

most wireless networks could not achieve their promised service rates. For

example, the high speed packet access plus (HSPA+) network of T-Mobile

in Philadelphia only provided a low downlink rate in the downtown center,

which was one-fifth of that in rural areas [5].

Network cooperation is one approach to address the above problem, which

is shown in Fig. 1.1(a). Nowadays, mainstream mobile devices are usually

equipped with multiple radio interfaces. Such multi-radio mobile devices

often have at least one built-in wireless wide area network (WWAN) interface,

e.g., LTE, as well as one or more short-range wireless network interfaces, e.g.,

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Therefore, a multi-radio mobile device can connect

to more than one base station in different wireless networks using multiple

interfaces. By this means, the bandwidths of multiple wireless networks can

be aggregated so as to enhance the QoS for the mobile user.

Such a network cooperation approach, however, is subject to a high power

consumption for one mobile device due to running multiple interfaces simul-

taneously. Meanwhile, not all wireless networks have ubiquitous coverage.

For example, Wi-Fi networks are often deployed in disjoint hotspots. When

3
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Figure 1.1: Cooperations in wireless networks.

there is no Wi-Fi coverage (e.g., within subways), only the WWAN interface

can be used. In addition, even though there can be multiple WWAN inter-

faces installed in one device, most mobile devices only have one subscriber

identity module (SIM) card so that it can only connect to one wireless net-

work at one time. All these problems largely limit the application of the

network cooperation solution.

User cooperation by pooling mobile devices in the same vicinity together as

a user cooperation group [6] is an alternative way to provide a stable QoS

to mobile users. A user cooperation scenario is shown in Fig. 1.1(b), where

mobile device 2 can receive packets on behalf of mobile device 1 via its own

cellular interface and then forward the packets toward mobile device 1 via

short-distance communications (e.g., Wi-Fi). In this way, mobile device 1 can

aggregate the bandwidth of nearby mobile device 2 so as to provide a larger

bandwidth to its applications. Actually, mobile device 2 serves as a relay for

4



mobile device 1. In this thesis, we refer to the mobile device that offers the

relaying service to others as the relay, e.g., mobile device 2 in Fig. 1.1(b).

Meanwhile, we refer to the mobile device that receives packets and utilizes

the relaying service provided by others as the destination, e.g., mobile device

1 in Fig. 1.1(b). Also, we refer to the node that sends packets to the desti-

nation as the source, e.g., the application server in Fig. 1.1(b). Compared to

the network cooperation solution, the user cooperation approach has many

unique benefits. First, the power consumption of the destination is balanced

by nearby relays that receive packets for it. Second, even if the destination

can only connect to the cellular network, e.g., when a Wi-Fi hotspot is not

available nearby, the destination can still enhance its bandwidth by connect-

ing to relays using its Wi-Fi interface. As seen, compared to the network

cooperation solution, the user cooperation approach can be applied in many

more scenarios.

One of the key issues in user cooperation is the motivation for nearby mobile

devices to forward packets for others. In recent years, an increasing number

of users own multiple mobile devices, such as a smartphone, laptop, tablet

PC and E-reader. According to the survey by GSMA Intelligence, a user in

the U.S. owns 1.57 mobile devices on average in 2013 [7]. Most of mobile

devices now have both Wi-Fi and cellular interfaces installed. Therefore, the

destination and relay devices in one vicinity may belong to the same user or

several users who set up a user cooperation group. As a result, the involved

mobile users are motivated to help each other receive and forward packets,
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while benefiting from the relaying service of others. For example, when a user

is watching an online HD video by iPad, he or she can utilize the bandwidth

provided by his or her friends’ iPhone.

Given the advantages and flexibilities of user cooperation, many protocols are

designed and proposed for the user cooperation scenario so as to maximize

various benefits. In this thesis, we focus on extending existing transport

layer protocols to accommodate specific characteristics of user cooperation

and maximize the user achievable performance at the destination.

1.1.2 Multipath transmission at the transport layer

As discussed in Section 1.1.1, bandwidth-intensive applications, e.g., video

streaming, will become the main stream of traffic in wireless networks. Usu-

ally, these applications require a large bandwidth and are easily affected by a

network failure (e.g., due to the loss or severe degradation of the radio signal).

Therefore, the future wireless network should not only offer a high network

capacity, but also provide always best connectivity to mobile users [8].

Traditionally, the standard IP-based protocols deliver packets between two

end nodes along a single transmission path. Although the single path may

be adjusted and modified by some intermediate routers, the communicating

nodes can only utilize one path at one time. Such protocols that rely on a

single path cannot adapt well to the highly dynamic environment of wire-

less networks. In a cellular network, channel fading, path loss and signal

interference can degrade the wireless link quality, which can further result
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in varying throughput to mobile users. Even worse, it is not easy to predict

these factors accurately. As a result, the performance of single-path protocols

can be seriously affected without appropriate configuration based on accu-

rate estimates. Even though some single-path protocols can migrate traffic

to a better path so as to avoid a low quality link, these protocols require

additional handover time and signal overhead.

Another approach that can address the problems of single-path protocols is to

simultaneously use multiple paths between two communication nodes. Such

multipath transmission offers many benefits. First, the achievable through-

put between two nodes can be increased by aggregating the bandwidth of

multiple paths. Second, when one path is disconnected, the connection can

still be maintained by other available paths. Third, the multipath transmis-

sion can be used to distribute the traffic load over different paths. When

the throughput on one path becomes lower, the source can migrate its traf-

fic to other paths having a larger bandwidth to ensure a stable aggregate

throughput.

These potential benefits of multipath transmission lead to many multipath

protocols being proposed for different layers to satisfy different objectives.

First, the link layer multipath solution mainly focuses on the bandwidth ag-

gregation within the local network. Such solutions cannot select paths in

a broader perspective (e.g., engaging different types of links) because their

application scenario is limited. For example, for the user cooperation sce-

nario in Fig. 1.1(b), the relay receives packets from the base station via the
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cellular link and forwards the packets to the destination via the Wi-Fi link.

Obviously, the link layer multipath solution cannot take full advantage of

such a heterogeneous environment.

Second, the network layer multipath solution mainly aims at smart and

failure-tolerant routing. By maintaining multiple connections during the

handover in the wireless network, mobile users can be always-connected even

when they move from the coverage of one base station to another. The

network layer multipath protocols cannot, however, meet some key require-

ments of future wireless networks. For example, they cannot balance the

traffic load automatically since the network layer is not able to detect the

congestion on a path. As a result, these network layer multipath protocols

must rely on additional load balancing solutions, which will introduce extra

overhead. Moreover, because the packets that arrive at the receiver can be

out-of-order due to the various end-to-end delays of different paths, the per-

formance of the upper layer protocols, e.g., the transport control protocol

(TCP), can be seriously jeopardized.

Third, the transport layer multipath solutions attract more and more at-

tention in recent years due to some unique advantages. In addition to the

benefits of bandwidth aggregation and always connected state offered by the

network layer solutions, the most attractive feature of the transport layer

multipath protocols is the awareness of congestion on the path. A well-

designed transport layer multipath congestion control algorithm can not only

aggregate the bandwidths of multiple paths, but also avoid harming other
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single-path flows [9]. In addition, the out-of-order problem that presents at

the network layer can be easily solved by using the sequence number of the

connection-oriented transport layer protocols (e.g., TCP).

Some multipath transmission protocols have been proposed for the appli-

cation layer, e.g., for peer-to-peer (P2P) applications. Such protocols are

mainly focused on specific applications and cannot be used for general pur-

poses.

Jointly considering the strengths and limitations of implementing multipath

transmission at different layers, we decide to focus on the transport layer

solutions, aiming particularly at the user cooperation scenario. Such an

application scenario poses some unique challenges to enable multipath trans-

mission at the transport layer.

1.2 Challenges

As discussed in Section 1.1.2, multipath transmission at the transport layer

has many unique benefits compared to other layers, such as the awareness of

path congestion and fairness to single-path flows. As a possible solution, the

multipath transport control protocol (MPTCP) [10] was made an Internet

draft by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in 2011. MPTCP runs in

multi-radio mobile devices to deliver packets simultaneously over multiple

paths via different radio interfaces.

As a multipath transmission protocol at the transport layer, MPTCP is de-
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signed to maximize the aggregate throughput, balance the traffic load among

paths and ensure the fairness to single-path TCP flows. In the user coopera-

tion scenario of wireless networks, network conditions are more dynamic and

unpredictable than in the wired environment. In order to provide stable QoS

to the upper layers, MPTCP needs to address several critical challenges.

First, the available bandwidth provided by a relay is highly dynamic due

to the fading effect of the wireless channel and the varying local traffic load,

which may in turn introduce serious side effects to bandwidth-intensive appli-

cations. We use the term, available bandwidth, to refer to the bandwidth that

a relay provides to the destination. An essential problem arises, given dis-

tinct and varying available bandwidths of multiple relays, how does MPTCP

guarantee a stable aggregate throughput to the application layer of the des-

tination?

Second, a stable aggregate throughput provided by MPTCP is not sufficient

to satisfy the stringent QoS requirements of applications because it is the

goodput that reflects the real application-level requirement. Here, goodput

is defined as the amount of useful data available to the receiver application

per unit time. In other words, goodput represents how many in-order packets

received at the transport layer can be delivered to the application layer per

unit time. The available throughput via each relay may be varying to such

a large scale that the end-to-end delay of each path can be considerably

different. Disparate end-to-end delays can cause out-of-order packets received

at the destination and thus jeopardize the goodput at the destination. As
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seen, even when the same aggregate throughput is provided by MPTCP,

the user perceived QoS can vary significantly due to the different achieved

goodput.

Third, MPTCP needs to ensure that the multipath flow does not harm the

local traffic of relays. Even when MPTCP engages the relays for forward-

ing packets to the destination, the relays should be guaranteed the same

throughput for the local traffic as that when they do not help forward traf-

fic. Otherwise, mobile users would not be motivated to provide any relaying

service. Unfortunately, we find out in this thesis that MPTCP may not meet

this requirement when the sending rates of some local flows at the relays are

greater than an expected fair share.

1.3 Objectives and contributions

This thesis aims to enable efficient multipath transmission based on MPTCP

with user cooperation in the LTE network. We need to address the challenges

detailed in Section 1.2 so as to achieve the following objectives:

• Objective I: to guarantee a stable aggregate throughput at the desti-

nation by considering various background traffic at the relay, including

traffic based on user datagram protocol (UDP), TCP or more generic

additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) control;

• Objective II: to improve the achievable goodput at the destination.

This objective is to seamlessly transfer the performance gain from the
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transport layer, which is the stable aggregate throughput, to the appli-

cation layer; and

• Objective III: to ensure that the multipath flow for the destination does

not degrade the throughput of the local traffic of relays. This is to keep

the relays motivated to forward packets to the destination.

To achieve the above objectives, we propose several enhancement modules

for MPTCP in this thesis. First, the subset-sum based relay selection (SSRS)

module at the destination [11] is proposed for Objective I to guarantee a

stable aggregate throughput that satisfies the application-layer target bit rate

(TBR) requirement of the destination. The TBR can be the minimum or

desired bandwidth requirement of specific applications.

Second, for Objective II, we propose two modules which can work indepen-

dently and also are mutually complementary with each other. The proactive

module, referred to as adaptive congestion control (ACC), is developed for

the source to achieve similar end-to-end delays over multiple paths so that

the number of out-of-order packets can be reduced [12].

Although ACC can enhance the achievable goodput of the destination, it

cannot eliminate the end-to-end delay difference of paths, since many factors

of delay, such as the queue length at routers and retransmission over wireless

links, are inevitable. Therefore, we propose a reactive module, referred to

as differentiated packet forwarding (DPF), to complement ACC [13]. DPF

works at the destination and relays. It temporarily buffers out-of-order pack-
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ets at the relays so as to improve the goodput at the destination.

Third, we propose a bandwidth sharing scheme to achieve Objective III by

extending the MPTCP congestion control (MCC) algorithm for the user co-

operation scenario [14]. The first extension, referred to as MCC-Coop, aims

to ensure that the MPTCP flow of the destination runs fairly with the lo-

cal single-path TCP flows of relays. To further protect local AIMD flows,

another more generic extension, referred to as GMCC-Coop, is developed.

The four modules can work together in a complementarily fashion. The SSRS

and bandwidth sharing schemes can be viewed as the foundation for MPTCP

to provide a stable aggregate throughput and respect the local traffic of

relays. Additionally, ACC and DPF can further take full advantage of relays

to maximize the application-level goodput, which is one of the key indicators

for the user-perceived QoS.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed modules, we conduct

extensive simulations with a latest network simulator - ns-3 [15]. Specif-

ically, we implement the MPTCP framework in ns-3, which includes the

core functions of MPTCP, such as socket APIs, coupled congestion control,

path management, and packet scheduler. In addition, we extend the LTE

implementation in ns-3 so as to construct the user cooperation scenario [16].
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1.4 Outline of the thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we intro-

duce the background and related work of this thesis. Specifically, we conduct

a comprehensive literature survey on the user cooperation and multipath

transmission at different layers of the network protocol stack, followed by an

introduction of MPTCP protocol details and the related work on MPTCP.

The system model and implementation issues are discussed in Chapter 3.

For the system model, we specify the system setup, traffic model and default

system parameters of the user cooperation scenario in the LTE network.

The MPTCP framework and LTE extensions in ns-3 are introduced at the

end of Chapter 3. The proposed MPTCP enhancement modules, SSRS, ACC

and DPF, are presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively.

In Chapter 7, we investigate the bandwidth sharing for MPTCP in the user

cooperation scenario. Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by highlighting the

important insights of this study and potential future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background and related work

In this chapter, we introduce the background and related work of this thesis.

First, we review the literature on user cooperation at different layers of the

network protocol stack. Then we discuss various issues of multipath trans-

mission at the transport layer. After that, we focus on the IETF solution,

MPTCP, and introduce the protocol details. The related studies on MPTCP

are surveyed at the end of this chapter.

2.1 User cooperation

In the past decade, there have been extensive studies on user cooperation at

different layers. In this section, we review the important research results on

user cooperation.
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2.1.1 Physical layer

User cooperation at the physical layer is often termed as cooperative commu-

nications, which allows single antenna mobile devices to reap the benefits of

MIMO systems. The basic idea is that the single antenna mobile devices can

share their antennas with other mobile devices by creating a virtual MIMO

system [17]. In such a cooperative communication scenario, the mobile de-

vices can only use their single antenna to share their transmission capacity

with others over the same type of wireless links.

The theoretical foundation of cooperative communications can be traced back

to the work of Cover and El Gamal in [18]. In their work, the capacity of

the cooperative system, including a source, a destination and a relay mobile

device, is analyzed by assuming that all the above nodes run in the same

frequency band. Based on their analysis, many cooperation protocols are

proposed so as to achieve a large wireless network capacity by incorporating

relays in the transmission between the source and destination. Specifically,

while the source transmits the signal to the destination, the relay can forward

the received signal from the source by different schemes. In the rest of this

section, we review some representative solutions.

Amplify-and-forward

This method is proposed by Laneman et al. in [19]. As the name implies, the

relay in this method receives a noisy version of the signal from the source.

Then, the relay simply amplifies the signal and retransmits it to the des-
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tination. The simplicity and cost-effectiveness are two main advantages of

the amplify-and-forward method. Many studies are done to analyze its per-

formance in various wireless environments [20]. In [21], Anghel and Kaveh

consider a wireless system with K relays and derive the average symbol error

rate at the destination in the Rayleigh fading channel. The K-relay scenario

is very useful in practice since a single relay may not make enough contri-

bution to improve the capacity. The multi-hop amplify-and-forward relay

scenario is investigated by Ribeiro et al. in [22] and a relatively accurate ap-

proximation is derived for the symbol error probability. These amplify-and-

forward solutions assume that the base station knows the inter-user channel

coefficients, so additional signalling is required to exchange such information

in the implementation [17].

Decode-and-forward

In this method, the relay decodes the source message and retransmits the

re-encoded message to the destination [23, 24]. Compared to the amplify-

and-forward method, decode-and-forward is more complex. Some solutions

are proposed to balance the performance and complexity in the real system

design. In [25], Hsu et al. propose a decode-and-forward solution for an

OFDM network so as to maximize the system weighted sum rate. Specif-

ically, working in the half-duplex mode, the relay decodes the message on

a particular subcarrier at one time slot, and then re-encodes and forwards

the fresh message on a different subcarrier at the next time slot. Therefore,
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each message is transmitted on two subcarriers in two hops. There are also

some studies on extending decode-and-forward into a multi-relay scenario.

The work in [26] addresses the relay selection for decode-and-forward with

multiple relays based on the symbol error rate.

Compress-and-forward

In this method, the relay quantizes and compresses the received signal from

the source, and retransmits the encoded signal to the destination [27]. Simi-

lar to amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward, compress-and-forward is

also based on the theoretical work of [19]. So far, compress-and-forward has

been considered for implementation in many wireless systems. In [28], the

authors propose a compress-and-forward scheme for MIMO-OFDM trans-

mission. Specifically, the capacity of the compress-and-forward scheme is

analyzed for the time division duplex (TDD) scenario. Simoen et al. further

derive the achievable rates over Gaussian vector channels with compress-and-

forward relaying [29].

Coded cooperation

In coded cooperation, channel coding is introduced into cooperative com-

munications [30, 31]. In a different approach from the previous cooperation

methods, the relay of the coded cooperation does not repeat the signal re-

ceived from the source. Instead, the source divides the data into two blocks

which are augmented by the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code. The

source transmits different blocks to the relay and the destination via two
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independent fading paths. The main idea of coded cooperation is that the

source tries to transmit incremental redundant blocks to its relays. Different

channel coding methods can be used in coded cooperation [17]. Bao and

Li propose a generalized adaptive network coded cooperation scheme, which

utilizes varied channel coding based on different network environments [32].

In [33], a coded cooperation scheme based on the Turbo code is proposed for

the environment of high signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR).

The above four methods are typical solutions to enable user cooperation

at the physical layer. Specifically, amplify-and-forward, decode-and-forward

and compress-and-forward are based on the theoretical work of [19]. Coded

cooperation is a combination of channel coding and cooperative communi-

cations. These methods are used in various types of wireless networks (e.g.,

OFDM) and scenarios (e.g., multiple relays and multiple hops). Physical

layer cooperation, however, focuses on the same type of wireless links. Hence,

these techniques cannot be directly applied to aggregate the network capacity

in a heterogenous environment.

2.1.2 MAC layer

The traditional MAC layer mainly aims to coordinate multiple nodes for

sharing the wireless medium [34]. There are two basic categories of MAC

protocols: channel allocation and contention-based random access. In chan-

nel allocation based MAC, the base station divides wireless resources based

on different dimensions, such as time division multiple access (TDMA), fre-
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quency division multiple access (FDMA), and code division multiple access

(CDMA). On the other hand, contention-based random access shares the re-

source based on the competition among mobile devices. Example solutions

in this category include ALOHA and carrier sensing multiple access with

collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) in IEEE 802.11 [35].

In the user cooperation scenario, the role of relays must be further considered

in the wireless medium access schemes. Furthermore, a cooperative MAC

protocol needs to address two key issues [36,37]:

• When to use cooperation?

• Whom to cooperate with?

Many cooperative MAC protocols are proposed to address the two issues for

the user cooperation scenario. In [38], the authors propose two channel al-

location mechanisms with different complexities for a cooperative cognitive

radio network to maximize the achievable end-to-end throughput. In [39],

Yang et al. propose a cooperative TDMA scheme to enable user coopera-

tion over the Rayleigh fading channel so as to enhance the correct packet

reception probability and the system capacity. The base station manages

the cooperation between the source and the relays. These two schemes are

typical solutions based on channel allocation. Due to the complexity concern

with channel management, the contention-based cooperative MAC proto-

cols attract more attention. The survey in [34] reviews the representative

contention-based solutions and classifies them in the following categories.
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Category I

In this category, the source decides when to use cooperation, and how to select

the relay candidates and the optimal relays [40–42]. In the MAC protocol

proposed in [40], the source determines when it needs to cooperate with the

relays and selects the best relay based on the available partial channel state

information (CSI). Liu et al. [41] follow a similar idea but further design the

CoopMAC protocol, which specifies the data structure, message sequences

and formats. Such design details are essential for the real implementation of

cooperative MAC protocols.

Category II

In this category, it is still the source that decides when to use cooperation

and how to select the optimal relay. The relay candidate list is, however,

built based on the competition among the relays [43–45]. Specifically, the

authors of [43] propose an algorithm, referred to as relay-enabled distributed

coordination function (rDCF), to help the source, relay and destination to

achieve an agreement on the relay selection in a distributed approach. In

rDCF, a relay periodically broadcasts messages to show its willingness to

cooperate, whenever it detects that it can improve the transmission rate

between the source and destination. Once a relay hears that more than

M relays are willing to help with the same source and destination pair, it

stops sending broadcast messages. As such, the source can obtain the relay

candidate list through the relay contentions. Zou et al. propose an enhanced
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scheme for rDCF, in which the relay can only start to broadcast messages

when other relays stop broadcasting and are in a sleeping mode [44].

Category III

In this category, the source only decides when to use cooperation. In con-

trast, the relay is selected by a source in a distributed manner rather than in

a centralized manner [46, 47]. Bletsas et al. propose an opportunistic relay

selection scheme [46]. All relays estimate the instantaneous channel condi-

tions and maintain a timer. Usually, the timer of the relay with the best

channel quality will expire first. Hence, the source can select the best relay

which is the first node that broadcasts a message to claim its willingness for

cooperation. In [47], a better relay is indicated by less channel access time.

Then the best relay is the first node that responds to the source. Therefore,

there is no need for the relay to broadcast messages to other competitors,

which alleviates the network load from broadcast traffic. One common re-

quirement for the timer-based protocols is that appropriate synchronization

is needed among the relays in the user cooperation scenario [34].

Similar to the user cooperation at the physical layer, the mobile nodes in-

volved in the cooperation at the MAC layer also utilize the same type of

wireless links.
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2.1.3 Network layer

The network layer is responsible for packet routing through intermediate

routers. In the user cooperation scenario, there can be multiple transmission

paths from the source to the destination through different relays. Therefore,

a multipath routing scheme can be used at the source and destination so

as to achieve a large aggregate bandwidth and a high degree of tolerance to

transmission failures.

One key problem in multipath routing is to find multiple available paths

between the source and destination. In [36], a multipath route is classified

into the following three categories:

• Node disjoint route: there are no common nodes or links among mul-

tiple paths between the source and destination;

• Link disjoint route: there are no common links among multiple paths

between the source and destination. However, there are common nodes

among the paths; and

• Non-disjoint route: there are common nodes or links among multiple

paths between the source and destination.

According to this classification, the disjoint route can provide the most aggre-

gate resources and the highest degree of fault tolerance. Finding the disjoint

route is difficult because, in many cases, the disjoint route is also the optimal

route [48]. The problem of finding an optimal route with some additional
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constraints is usually NP-hard. The example in [36] for multipath routing

aims to find the paths whose aggregate bandwidth meets a required value

and whose largest delay is smaller than a threshold. As this problem is NP-

hard, many multipath routing protocols use a heuristic approach to find the

disjoint routes [49, 50].

Relay selection is another key issue of multipath routing in the user cooper-

ation scenario. The authors of [51] propose a multipath routing solution to

select the relays in a multihop wireless network. In [52], the source selects

an optimal relay set so as to minimize the energy consumption with user

cooperation in wireless sensor networks.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the network layer multipath protocols cannot

meet some key requirements of future wireless networks. For example, they

cannot balance the traffic load automatically since the network layer is not

able to detect the congestion on a path. Additionally, because the packets

that arrive at the receiver can be out-of-order due to the various end-to-end

delays of different paths, the performance of the upper layer protocols, e.g.,

the transport control protocol (TCP), can be seriously affected.

2.1.4 Transport layer

The performance of the transport layer protocol can be affected by engag-

ing user cooperation at the lower layers, e.g., the out-of-order problem of

the multipath routing at the network layer. There are many solutions pro-

posed to improve the performance of the transport layer protocols in a user
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cooperation scenario.

Most of these solutions follow the principle of cross-layer design, which jointly

considers the parameters at the lower layers and the transport layer. Kwasin-

ski studies the TCP performance with user cooperation based on decode-

and-forward or amplify-and-forward at the physical layer in [53]. Packet

retransmission at the MAC layer is also used to further improve the TCP

throughput.

Although many solutions assume that the relays are given and known, the

relays selected by the lower layers may not translate the performance gain

to the transport layer. Hence, it is worth studying the relay selection at

the transport layer for the user cooperation scenario. In [54,55], the authors

propose a cross-layer relay selection solution to optimize the TCP throughput

in a cooperative relaying network. The best relay is determined by a function

of SINR at the physical layer, and the frame size and retransmission time at

the MAC layer. Hu and Li design an energy efficient relay selection scheme

for TCP by jointly considering the lower layer parameters, e.g., the frame size

and the maximum retransmission time [56]. The relay selection algorithm

proposed by Chen et al. in [57] jointly considers power allocation, adaptive

modulation and coding, and the frame size at the MAC layer to maximize

the TCP throughput in a cognitive relay network.

In [58, 59], the authors propose a multipath transmission protocol by using

multiple TCP flows in the user cooperation scenario. The source selects the

optimal relay set based on the link state of each candidate relay, and for-
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wards encapsulated packets to the relays via a generic routing encapsulation

(GRE) tunnel. Then the relay decapsulates and forwards the packets to the

destination via the Wi-Fi link. After that, the destination returns the ACK

packets to the source via its own WWAN link. The source can avoid un-

necessary slowing down of the sending rate by using the out-of-order packet

information contained in these ACK packets.

2.1.5 Application layer

User cooperation at the application layer usually aims to improve the per-

formance for a specific type of application. The existing solutions can be

classified into the following categories.

Video streaming

CStream [60] is a user cooperation solution at the application layer for video

streaming. In CStream, the destination first broadcasts the relay request to

nearby nodes to setup a user cooperation group. Then the destination sends

the list of selected relays to the source. The source creates a buffer queue and

a thread for each relay. Each thread fetches a packet from the source when

it finishes sending a packet to the relay. Once the relay receives a packet

from the source, it forwards the packet to the destination immediately. If

the relay fails to forward the packet, the destination can detect the failure by

monitoring the I-CAN-HELP message sent from the relay periodically. The

destination also periodically sends a relay update message to the source so
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that the source can schedule the packet to new relays.

Different from the scenario in CStream, there are many cooperation pro-

tocols for video streaming, which assume that the destinations request the

same video resource from the application server. For instance, a group of

mobile users in the same vicinity watch a broadcast TV channel at the same

time. The authors of [61] evaluate the power consumption for both the non-

cooperation and cooperation scenarios. Instead of sending the whole video

file independently to each destination, the source divides the video file into

several partitions and sends each partition to a destination via the Wi-Fi

link. If there are N destinations requesting the same video, the source will

divide the file into N pieces and send the packets of one piece to one destina-

tion in a round-robin fashion. Then these destinations exchange the packets

from the source between each other through their Bluetooth link. As such,

these destinations act as relays for each other. The test results show that

the power consumption of the destinations can be notably reduced without

compromising the video quality by using user cooperation.

The protocol proposed in [62] follows a similar approach, but focuses on a

different video compression algorithm - H.264/SVC, which is a video compres-

sion standard that has a strong video compression capability [63]. H.264/SVC

divides the video data into a base layer and multiple enhancement layers.

The base layer provides the basic video quality, while the enhancement layer

can be used to enhance the achieved quality. In [62], the source broadcasts

the base layer data to the destinations to guarantee the basic video quality.
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Meanwhile, the source sends different enhancement layer data to different

destinations via the WWAN link. Then these destinations transfer the en-

hancement layer data from the source to each other through a Wi-Fi link.

The proposed approach in [64] uses a base station with multiple antennas to

send out H.264/SVC video data encoded by space-time code. The destina-

tion that does not cooperate with others can only decode the base layer data.

For the cooperative destinations, the enhancement layers can be exchanged

among each other and the visual quality can be improved.

Different from the above solutions, only part of selected destinations act as

relays in [65]. For instance, within a user cooperation group of N destina-

tions, one destination is selected as the on-duty relay to receive and forward

broadcast video for others. Several backup relays are also selected to monitor

the status of the on-duty relay. These backup relays can easily take over the

role of the on-duty relay, once the on-duty relay leaves the user cooperation

group. If a new destination joins the user cooperation group, the on-duty

relay will send the latest video data to it. This approach allows the new

destination to start playing out fast, since it does not need to wait for the

next broadcast burst.

The authors of [66] propose a network-coding-based data repair framework

for the user cooperation scenario so as to improve the broadcast video quality.

The network coding scheme is used when the destinations exchange the video

data from the source with each other so that the packet recovery ability can

be enhanced.
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File downloading

COMBINE is a user cooperation solution at the application layer for file

downloading via the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) [67]. In the user

cooperation scenario, the destination first assigns an amount of chunks to

each relay based on the available bandwidth of the relay. Then, the relays

download different parts of the file via the WWAN link, and forward the

packets to the destination via the Wi-Fi link after downloading all chunks

assigned to it. If the relay has its own traffic or fails to transmit the packets

(e.g., if the relay is powered off or moves out of the transmission range),

the destination will select another relay to download the packets. In order

to maintain the HTTP session, COMBINE implements a Web proxy in the

network side so that the destination and relays can be shown to have a single

IP address to the source. The proxy greatly enhances the compatibility of the

cooperative protocol and reduces the response time to recover from network

failures.

Pricing

Pricing is one key issue of user cooperation at the application layer. A fair

pricing scheme can motivate mobile users to offer the relaying service to

others. In COMBINE [67], the authors design an accounting scheme that

each relay can broadcast their relaying service’s price to others. Once the

destination selects one or multiple relays based on the price, it sends the

response to these relays to form a user cooperation group and then sends
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the download mission to each relay. The relaying price is calculated by

the monetary and energy costs of the relaying service. The authors of [68]

propose an open market architecture, referred to as mobile bazaar (MoB),

in which the destination and relays can flexibly trade various services with

each other. For example, MoB considers the packet forwarding as a service

which can be advertised by the relays and discovered by the destinations.

MoB mainly focuses on the service billing, reputation and security issues in

the user cooperation scenario.

2.2 Multipath transmission at the transport

layer

Multipath transmission at the transport layer can address some issues caused

by the multipath routing protocol at the network layer. As shown in [36], a

multipath transport layer protocol needs to address the following issues:

• Multi-homing capability;

• Simultaneous transmissions;

• Path assignment; and

• Packet reordering.

In order to support multipath transmission, the source and the destination

must maintain multiple IP addresses. Traditional transport layer protocols,
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such as TCP and UDP, can only support a single IP address. Although the

source and the destination can establish multiple TCP/UDP connections, it

is not fair to the single-path flow because a multipath flow occupies much

more bandwidth. In addition, the goodput in this case may be much lower

than the aggregate throughput, since each connection works independently

and the unmatched rates of different paths will cause many out-of-order

packets. Therefore, it is necessary to design an effective multipath protocol

at the transport layer to support a multi-homing capability.

Stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) [69] is an IETF standard which

provides the multi-homing capability to a node with multiple IP addresses.

It defines a transport layer connection as an association. Multiple IP ad-

dresses are bound to an association so that the source can utilize multiple

IP addresses to communicate with the destination. Another standard solu-

tion for the multipath transmission at the transport layer is multipath TCP

(MPTCP) [10], which runs in a multi-homed node to simultaneously deliver

TCP packets over multiple paths.

Both SCTP and MPTCP support path assignment and packet reordering.

For the path assignment, the source needs to determine which path to send

on for each packet. Various factors can be considered in the decision criteria,

such as bandwidth, round-trip time (RTT), packet loss rate and so on [70].

On the other hand, the packet reordering problem can be caused by different

end-to-end delays of multiple paths. Out-of-order packets can trigger the

destination to send back selective acknowledgement (ACK) messages which
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will be interpreted as missed packets by the source. Then the source will

unnecessarily retransmit the packets and may slow down the sending rate.

Both SCTP and MPTCP have mechanisms to avoid such action. However,

different from MPTCP, SCTP aims to use simultaneous transmission for

failure tolerance. An additional path can only be activated when the original

path is disconnected or when some packets need to be retransmitted. Several

extensions have been proposed to SCTP to extend its functionality [71–73].

The authors of [72] propose a concurrent multipath transfer solution based

on SCTP so as to enable simultaneous multipath transmission.

SCTP is not widely deployed due to the lack of support for the middle box,

e.g., the network address translation (NAT) box. In contrast, MPTCP at-

tracts more attention in recent years because it can be run on the existing

network protocol stack and easily traverse the middle boxes on the path.

For example, the latest mobile operating system iOS7 has already adopted

MPTCP for the traffic generated by Siri [74]. Actually, MPTCP extends the

regular single-path TCP to add multipath capability. There are also other

TCP-based multipath transport protocols. They mainly need to deal with

two key issues, which are the extensions of the protocol structure and the

congestion control algorithm.

Protocol structure

In order to support multipath transmission at the transport layer, many mul-

tipath protocol structures are proposed to aggregate bandwidth over multiple
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end-to-end paths [75, 76]. Hsieh and Sivakumar propose the pTCP proto-

col to bind multiple paths regardless of the characteristics of an individual

path [75]. pTCP modifies and adds several key modules into the existing pro-

tocol stack, which include the multi-homing capability, service differentiation

using a purely end-to-end mechanism and so on. As these protocols modify

the structure of the existing protocol stack, they are not widely deployed in

practice.

On the other hand, some protocols utilize multiple single-path TCP flows

and add some additional mechanisms to efficiently aggregate the throughput

of multiple paths. The authors of [77] propose an algorithm of using mul-

tiple TCP connections by adjusting the receiver window size of each single-

path TCP flow to achieve the desired throughput for multimedia streaming.

Although these protocols keep the standard protocol stack, using multiple

single-path TCP flows simultaneously cannot guarantee TCP-friendliness,

which is another key requirement for the transport layer support for multi-

path transmission.

Congestion control

A well-designed congestion control algorithm for the multipath transport

protocol should not only efficiently aggregate bandwidth and balance traffic

among paths, but also compete for bandwidth fairly with single-path TCP

flows, which is the TCP-friendly requirement. Even though the source and

the destination can establish multiple TCP connections, it is not fair to the
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single-path TCP flow, which occupies relatively less bandwidth. Honda et al.

propose the equally-weighted TCP (EWTCP), which runs a weighted version

of TCP on each path so as to control the total aggregate bandwidth [78]. In

EWTCP, a multipath flow can get the same throughput as a single TCP

flow over the bottleneck link. However, EWTCP is shown to be inefficient

in terms of network utilization [9]. The congestion control on each path is

independent, so EWTCP cannot automatically switch the traffic to the less

congested path. The authors of [79] propose a scalable TCP solution for

multipath transmission, which adjusts the sending rate over each path based

on the total congestion situation of all paths. The scalable TCP scheme is

prone to switching a large portion of traffic to less congested paths, which may

have a bandwidth smaller than that of other paths. As a result, the multipath

transmission may not be able to provide a large aggregate throughput to

mobile users.

2.3 Related work

2.3.1 Multipath TCP

Since 2009, IETF has worked on the multipath TCP (MPTCP) protocol

which adds the capability of using multiple paths simultaneously to a reg-

ular TCP connection. So far, the IETF Multipath TCP group has already

published five Request for Comments (RFC), which state different aspects of

the MPTCP protocol, such as the architecture [10], congestion control algo-
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rithm [80], implementation guideline [81], APIs to the application layer [82]

and security considerations [83].

The design of the MPTCP structure is based on the ideas of transport next-

generation (TNG) [84], which summarizes many lessons learned from previ-

ous research and development practice for the transport layer. Specifically,

TNG divides the transport layer into two sublayers, namely, the application-

oriented layer and the network-oriented layer. On one hand, the application-

oriented layer provides functions which support and protect the application’s

end-to-end communications. On the other hand, the network-oriented layer

mainly focuses on the functions of endpoint identification (e.g., using port

numbers in TCP) and congestion control. The above design principle offers

a new perspective on extension of the Internet architecture and its bearing

on the design of any new Internet transports or transport extensions [10].

As one of the TNG instantiations, as shown in Fig. 2.1, MPTCP loosely

splits the transport layer into two sublayers; namely, MPTCP and subflow

TCP. Here, MPTCP can be seen as the application-oriented layer while sub-

flow TCP is the network-oriented layer. Based on this architecture, MPTCP

can be easily implemented within the current network protocol stack. Sub-

flow TCP runs on each path independently and reuses most functions of the

regular TCP.

One of the differences between subflow TCP and regular TCP lies in that

congestion control on each path is delegated to the MPTCP sublayer. The

regular TCP uses congestion window to control the sending rate at the source.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of protocol stacks with regular TCP and MPTCP.

Although each subflow maintains a congestion window at the source (sender),

the coupled congestion control algorithm [80] is designed so that MPTCP flow

should i) perform at least as well as a single-path flow would on the best of

the paths available to it; and ii) take no more capacity than a single-path flow

would obtain at maximum when experiencing the same loss rate. Basically,

the requirement i) motivates users to run MPTCP, while the requirement ii)

guarantees that an MPTCP flow gracefully shares the path bandwidth with

regular single-path TCP flows. Specifically, the MPTCP congestion control

algorithm works as follows:

• Once the source receives an acknowledgement (ACK) from path r, it

increases the congestion window of path r by min(a/wtotal, 1/wr); and

• Once the source receives a congestion signal from path r, it decreases

the congestion window wr of path r to wr/2.

Here, wr is the current congestion window size (in the unit of MSS) of sub-

flow on path r, wtotal is the total congestion window size of all subflows,

given by wtotal =
∑Ks

r=1 wr, where Ks is the number of subflows, and a is an
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aggressiveness factor defined by

a = wtotal

max
1≤r≤Ks

wr

RTTr
2(∑Ks

r=1
wr

RTTr

)2 . (2.1)

In (2.1), RTTr is the RTT of path r. The increment min(a/wtotal, 1/wr) for

congestion window size aims to ensure that each MPTCP subflow does not

increase its congestion window faster than a single-path TCP flow with the

same window size.

In addition to the aforementioned congestion control algorithm, another key

component of MPTCP is packet reordering for multiple paths. As each sub-

flow TCP maintains an independent sequence number space, the destination

(receiver) may receive two packets of the same sequence number. Further,

the packets received at the destination can be out-of-order [85] because of

mismatched round-trip time (RTT) of multiple paths. Therefore, the source

needs to tell the destination how to reassemble the data before delivering

them to the application.

MPTCP solves this problem by using two levels of sequence numbers. First,

the sequence number for subflow TCP is referred to as subflow sequence

number (SSN), which is similar to the one in regular TCP. The subflow

sequence number independently works within each subflow and ensures that

data packets of each subflow are successfully transmitted to the destination

in order. The sequence number at the MPTCP level is called data sequence

number (DSN). Each packet received at the destination has a unique DSN no
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matter which path it is sent over. Hence, the destination can easily sequence

and reassemble packets from different paths by DSN.

Moreover, the MPTCP sublayer is responsible for path management that dis-

covers, adds and deletes subflows for the multipath connection between two

hosts. Specifically, MPTCP supports such operations by defining new op-

tions in the MPTCP header [81]. For instance, the Add Address (ADD ADDR)

option announces additional addresses (and optionally, ports) on which a

host can be reached. An ADD ADDR option can be sent on an existing subflow,

informing the receiver of the sender’s alternative address(es). The recipient

can use this information to open a new subflow to the sender’s additional ad-

dress. On the other hand, if, during the lifetime of an MPTCP connection, a

previously announced address becomes invalid, the affected host should an-

nounce this through the Remove Address (REMOVE ADDR) option so that the

peer can terminate any subflows currently using that address.

2.3.2 MPTCP extensions

In this section, we review some current studies on MPTCP and extensions

to MPTCP, which involve several important aspects of multipath transmis-

sion, such as achievable performance, mobility support, security, fairness and

goodput.

There have been many studies on the MPTCP performance in different wire-

less network environments. The authors of [86] evaluate the performance of

MPTCP in a data center network (e.g., Amazon EC2). The results show
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that MPTCP can effectively and seamlessly utilize the available bandwidth

and achieve a fairness goal with various network topologies. The authors

of [87, 88] implement MPTCP to support a make-before-break handover be-

tween 3G and Wi-Fi links in an opportunistic mobility scenario. They argue

that the best level that handles mobility is the transport layer.

There are also some proposed mechanisms that extend the existing function-

alities of MPTCP to achieve specific objectives. Pluntke et al. propose a

scheduler at the source to minimize the energy consumption [89]. They de-

fine an energy model for each radio interface and gather the communication

history of a mobile user continuously. Thus, a broad range of applications

can be supported by customizing the scheduler via solving a Markov decision

process offline.

Security is another important issue of MPTCP. In [90], the MPTCP hand-

shake procedure is extended to reuse keys negotiated by the application layer

protocol above it, such as secure sockets layer (SSL)/transport layer security

(TLS) to authenticate additional subflows. Diez et al. propose several solu-

tions to protect MPTCP from flooding and hijacking attacks by using hash

chains [91] .

Although MPTCP can re-order the packets at the destination based on the

data sequence number, it does not offer any solution to avoid the out-of-

order packets, which can jeopardize the goodput for the application layer.

Goodput is the actual effective throughput to the application, which is the

amount of in-order data received per time unit. Starting from 2012, there
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are some studies on the goodput performance of MPTCP. In [92], the good-

put of MPTCP is enhanced by appropriately selecting the path for packet

retransmission. When the slow path is blocked by a full receive buffer due

to too many out-of-order packets, the source will retransmit packets over the

fast path. As this scheme is only triggered when the receive buffer is full,

it cannot handle goodput degradation in normal transmission stages. The

schemes in [93] and [94] utilize network coding to recover packet loss at the

destination and in turn increase the goodput. In such coding-based schemes,

the source transmits the original data in one subflow and linear combinations

of original data in another subflow. As such, the redundant coded data are

utilized to recover lost and delayed packets. These schemes, however, require

the support of network coding in both communication peers.

In addition, the fairness of multipath transmission is an interesting area that

has been explored in many studies. For example, there have been some stud-

ies on fair bandwidth sharing between multipath and single-path TCP flows.

In [95], the authors extend the definition of fairness from single-path trans-

mission to multipath transmission. They examine four congestion control

approaches including MPTCP with respect to the fairness. A multipath con-

gestion control mechanism, dynamic window coupling (DWC), is proposed

in [96], which aims to achieve both fair sharing and throughput maximiza-

tion. DWC exploits the correlation between the path loss and delay to detect

a bottleneck link shared by multiple paths. As such, subflows on paths of a

common bottleneck can be grouped for the same congestion control. Then,
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congestion windows across subflow-sets, each having a distinct bottleneck,

are considered independent to maximize the aggregate throughput. The work

in [96] focuses on a general wired network with selected bottleneck scenarios.
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Chapter 3

System model and

implementation

In this chapter, we first present the system setup for the user cooperation

scenario that we consider in this thesis for the LTE network. Then, we give

the traffic model and the default parameters to implement such a system.

The framework of the system, including different function modules, is intro-

duced after that. Finally, we discuss how to implement the system in the

latest network simulator ns-3 so that we can efficiently evaluate the system

performance. We mainly focus on the implementation of the MPTCP pro-

tocol in ns-3 and the extension of LTE for the user cooperation scenario in

ns-3.
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Figure 3.1: User cooperation in the LTE network.

3.1 System model

3.1.1 LTE network with user cooperation

In this thesis, we aim to extend the MPTCP protocol for the user cooperation

scenario so as to offer a stable QoS to mobile users. Fig. 3.1 shows a user

cooperation scenario with three user equipment (UE) devices associated with

an Evolved Node B (eNB). In this case, UE 3 is the destination that receives

data from the application server (source). Two nearby relays (UE 1 and

UE 2) can receive packets on behalf of the destination (UE 3) via their own

LTE links and then forward the packets toward the destination via Wi-Fi

links. Hence, the destination can aggregate the available bandwidth of the

two relays.

In such a user cooperation scenario, MPTCP can run multiple TCP subflows
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between the source and the destination through multiple relays. Since only

one IP address is usually allocated to one network interface card (NIC), there

is a potential problem when the destination is required to have multiple IP

addresses for its Wi-Fi interface to establish multiple subflow connections.

Fortunately, this can be solved by the virtual interface technique to configure

multiple IP addresses to one NIC [97].

Moreover, we assume that each subflow TCP runs over an independent path

in the wired network between the application server and the eNB. Hence, it

is assumed that there are no shared bottleneck links in the wired network.

Additionally, because the Wi-Fi links usually have a higher transmission rate

than the LTE links between the eNB and the relays, we assume that the LTE

links are the bottleneck links of the end-to-end paths between the source and

the destination.

The throughput of each MPTCP subflow is then dependent on how much

available bandwidth a relay can provide to the destination. In the LTE

network, one key factor that impacts the available bandwidth is the scheduler

used at the eNB. A different scheduler can allocate a different amount of

resources to a relay. The relay then offers a different available bandwidth to

the destination. In order to exclude the influence of the LTE scheduler on

the performance of our proposed extension modules, we consider the blind

equal throughput (BET) scheduler at the eNB, which aims to provide an

equal throughput to all UEs associated with the eNB. The default system

parameters for the user cooperation scenario in the experiments of this thesis
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Table 3.1: Default system parameters.

Parameter Value

Transmit power of eNB 30 dBm

Transmit power of UE 23 dBm

Noise figure at eNB 5 dB

Noise figure at UE 5 dB

Transmission time interval (TTI) 1 ms

eNB scheduler Blind equal throughput (BET)

Radio link control (RLC) mode Acknowledge mode (AM)

Adaptive modulation & coding (AMC) PiroEW2010 [98]

Number of resource blocks (RBs) 50

Fading channel trace Pedestrian at 3 km/h

Wi-Fi link IEEE 802.11a

Wi-Fi transmission rate 54 Mbit/s

Wi-Fi fragmentation threshold 2200 bytes

Wi-Fi RTS/CTS threshold 2200 bytes

Number of available relays 10

are given in Table 3.1.

3.1.2 Traffic model for multipath transmission

In order to exclude the impact of different traffic patterns of various applica-

tions, we consider the bulk data traffic for multipath flow between the source

and the destination. Specifically, the traffic generator at the source ensures
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Figure 3.2: On-off traffic model.

that there are always data to transmit and the source sends over the data as

fast as possible. Once the sending buffer of the source is filled, the generator

suspends and the source resumes sending out the data when enough space is

cleared in the sending buffer, e.g., to accommodate at least one packet.

Three types of single-path flows, based on UDP, TCP and AIMD, are con-

sidered between the source and each relay to simulate the background traffic

running at the relays. These single-path flows can follow two types of traffic

patterns: 1) a static traffic pattern in which the sending rate does not change

during the connection; and 2) a dynamic traffic pattern in which the sending

rate is varying during the connection. In order to implement such traffic

patterns, we use an on-off traffic generator to control the sending rate of a

single-path flow. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the on-off traffic generator alternates

between the ON and OFF states. During the ON state, the traffic generator

produces data of a constant bit rate (CBR). During the OFF state, the traffic

generator just suspends. The durations of ON and OFF states, referred to as

on time and off time, respectively, are random and follow two exponential

distributions. As such, the dynamic traffic pattern can be simulated by set-

ting different data rates for the on time. In contrast, the static traffic pattern

can be implemented by using a constant data rate for the entire connection
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Figure 3.3: System framework.

time without involving the on-off behavior.

3.1.3 Structure of multipath enhancement modules

For the system illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the source, the relays and the desti-

nation are all assumed to be MPTCP-enabled nodes. Moreover, each node

is further augmented with our proposed modules to enhance the multipath

transmission performance. In the following, we introduce the basic ideas of

these modules and their positions in the protocol stacks of the source, the

relays and the destination, which are shown in Fig. 3.3.

First, the subset-sum based relay selection (SSRS) module locates at the relay

and the destination. It aims to guarantee a stable aggregate throughput that

satisfies a target bit rate (TBR) requirement of the application layer at the

destination. The key idea is that the destination maintains multiple relay

sets whose total available bandwidths are within an acceptable TBR range

(e.g., between 90% and 110% of TBR). Once the total available bandwidth

of the relay set is detected out of this range, the destination updates the
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current in-use relay set to a new set so as to maintain a stable aggregate

throughput.

Second, in order to improve the goodput at the destination, the adaptive

congestion control (ACC) module extends the coupled congestion control al-

gorithm of MPTCP to achieve similar end-to-end delays over multiple paths.

The main idea is to have the source dynamically adjust the congestion win-

dow of each subflow TCP so as to relieve the traffic load on a slow path and

reduce the corresponding end-to-end path delay. Many factors contribute to

the end-to-end delay (e.g., transmission, processing, and queueing delays at

routers, and packet retransmission over the wireless link), so ACC cannot

eliminate all delay gaps among different paths. Therefore, the differentiated

packet forwarding (DPF) module, is further proposed to complement ACC.

In DPF, the destination informs each relay of the expected range of MPTCP

data sequence numbers (DSNs). Thus, the relays can temporarily buffer the

packets of a DSN outside the range and only forward the packets within

the DSN range to the destination. The packets buffered at the relays will

only be forwarded to the destination when the DSN range is updated by the

destination and these buffered packets fall into the new range.

Third, in order to respect the local traffic at the relays, two bandwidth

sharing schemes are proposed by extending the MPTCP congestion control

(MCC) algorithm. In the user cooperation scenario, if the throughput of

local single-path flows at the relays is degraded by forwarding the MPTCP

traffic for the destination, the relays will not be motivated to provide the
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relaying service. In addition, if the available bandwidth provided by the

relays varies with the bandwidth competition, the performance of SSRS will

also be affected. Hence, we develop the first extension, referred to as MCC-

Coop, aiming to ensure that the MPTCP flow of the destination runs fairly

with the local single-path TCP flows of the relays. To further protect local

AIMD flows, another more generic extension, referred to as GMCC-Coop,

is also developed. Although both MCC-Coop/GMCC-Coop and ACC are

extensions to MPTCP congestion control, they will not conflict with each

other because they focus on different aspects of congestion control.

In an overall perspective, SSRS, MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop can be seen as

the foundation to ACC and DPF. As such, various types of the local traffic at

the relays are protected, while a stable aggregate throughput is guaranteed

for the MPTCP flow. Since the aggregate throughput can be viewed as

the maximum goodput that the MPTCP flow can achieve, ACC and DPF

further improve the goodput to approach the maximum limit. They can work

independently and are also mutually complementary to each other.

3.2 Implementation

In this section, we introduce our implementation of the MPTCP protocol and

the LTE network with user cooperation in ns-3. Using the simulated system,

we can evaluate the performance of the proposed enhancement modules in a

variety of scenarios.
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3.2.1 Multipath TCP

The MPTCP protocol has been implemented in many platforms, such as

Linux kernel space [99], Linux user space [100], Android [101], MAC OS [102]

and Raspberry Pi [103]. The implementations in these operating systems

cannot be easily used for this research, however, since the performance of

MPTCP can be affected by many random factors, such as the CPU speed,

memory size and wireless link quality. Therefore, many studies are based on

simulation experiments.

So far, the MPTCP protocol is incorporated in three simulators, ns-2 [104],

ns-3 [105] and htsim [100]. ns-2 [106] is a discrete-event network simu-

lator which has been widely used in both the academia and industry for

many years. However, ns-2 does not support the LTE network, which is the

network environment considered in this thesis for the study on user cooper-

ation. htsim is a simulator specifically designed for the MPTCP simulation

and only implements the congestion control function of MPTCP. Hence, it

cannot simulate the LTE network environment either.

ns-3 aims to replace ns-2 to be a new-generation network simulator. ns-2

has not published any new release since 2011, whereas the development of

ns-3 is very active and the release interval is typically three or four months.

ns-3 supports a complete LTE protocol stack. An MPTCP module was

developed by the authors of [105] for ns-3. The MPTCP module [105], how-

ever, is based on an old version of ns-3 and does not have a clear layered

structure. In addition, it does not support many key functions of MPTCP,
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Figure 3.4: MPTCP protocol stacks in ns-3.

such as the standard socket APIs to the application layer. The socket APIs

are a key component for our proposed SSRS module. Hence, we design and

develop a new MPTCP module in ns-3, which builds a shim layer between

the application layer and the transport layer. It includes the core functions

of MPTCP, such as the socket APIs, coupled congestion control, path man-

agement, and packet scheduler.

Fig. 3.4 shows the protocol stacks of our implementation of a regular node

and an MPTCP-enabled node in ns-3. In the left figure, the TcpSocketBase

class implements the TCP protocol, while the TcpL4Protocol class defines

the APIs between the transport layer and the network layer. The right fig-

ure of Fig. 3.4 shows the protocol stack of an MPTCP-enabled node, which

has two instances of subflow TCP. Specifically, the MpTcpSocketBase class

implements the functions of the MPTCP sublayer, such as the coupled con-
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gestion control and packet scheduler. The packet scheduler at the source is

not specified in the IETF drafts for MPTCP, so we design a simple best-effort

packet scheduler which dispatches packets randomly to any subflow that has

enough space in the sending buffer.

Fig. 3.5 further shows the inheritance relationships of these classes for the

MPTCP implementation using the unified modeling language (UML). The

MpTcpSocketBase class is inherited from the TcpSocketBase class so that it

provides the same APIs to the application layer as the single-path TCP in

ns-3. As such, an application can use the same primitives, such as bind(),

connect() and listen(), to establish an MPTCP connection as the single-

path TCP. On the other hand, the MpSubflow class, which is inherited from

the TcpNewReno class, implements the functions of subflow TCP. Compared

to its super class, the main modification in the MpSubflow class is that the de-

termination of congestion window size is delegated to the MpTcpSocketBase

class.

The validation of our MPTCP implementation in ns-3 can be found in

Fig. 7.1(a) in Chapter 7. Fig. 7.1(a) shows that our MPTCP implemen-

tation can correctly set up two subflows between two MPTCP-enabled nodes

and send packets over both paths. Moreover, Fig. 7.1(a) verifies the perfor-

mance of the coupled congestion control algorithm of MPTCP. It shows that

the aggregate throughput of the MPTCP connection converges to the larger

throughput of the two single-path TCP flows, which satisfies the objectives

that the MPTCP congestion control algorithm claims [80].
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3.2.2 LTE extensions

Fig. 3.6 shows the two main components of the LTE network supported in

ns-3.

• Radio access network (RAN), which defines the evolved UMTS terres-

trial radio access (E-UTRA) as the LTE radio interface for the wireless

transmission between the eNB and UEs. The RAN module in ns-3

implements the entities and protocol stacks to provide the LTE radio

interface, including the radio resource control (RRC), packet data con-

vergence protocol (PDCP), radio link control (RLC), the MAC layer

and the physical layer. These layers are supported at the eNB and

UEs.

• Evolved packet core (EPC), which is mainly responsible for mobility
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Figure 3.6: LTE network structure in ns-3.

management, connection establishment, intra-LTE handover, and con-

necting RAN to the public Internet. The ns-3 implementation for this

module includes the network interfaces, the related protocols and enti-

ties in the LTE core network, such as the serving gateway (SGW) and

the packet gateway(PGW).

In order to further support user cooperation in ns-3 for the LTE network,

we extend the LTE module in ns-3 by implementing a new packet scheduler

at the eNB and a new UE registration process. As discussed in Section 3.1,

different schedulers can provide a different throughput to the UEs associated

with an eNB, which in turn determines how much bandwidth the relays can

provide to the destination. Hence, we implement a BET scheduler at the

MAC layer of eNB, which aims to offer an equal throughput to all UEs of an

eNB. This is to rule out the effects of the LTE scheduler on the performance
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Figure 3.7: UE throughput with a BET scheduler.

of our proposed enhancement modules.

In addition, because the packets toward the destination need to be sent to

the relays first and forwarded to the destination via the Wi-Fi links, the

IP address of the Wi-Fi interface at the destination must be registered in

the LTE core network. Otherwise, the LTE core network cannot route the

packets to the eNB that the relays are connected to. In our implementation,

the registration is handled by each relay once it binds to the destination.

Fig. 3.7 shows the reference throughput and the throughput of each UE in

two scenarios with different distances between UE and eNB. The reference

throughput is the throughput each UE is expected to achieve according to

the scheduler. Since we do not add any channel fading effect, the reference
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throughput of each UE is an even share of the total bandwidth of eNB. It is

shown that the BET scheduler in eNB can guarantee that each UE gets the

same throughput. This observation validates our implementation in ns-3.
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Chapter 4

Subset-sum based relay

selection (SSRS)

In a user cooperation scenario, the available bandwidth provided by relays

can be highly varying due to a range of factors such as wireless channel fad-

ing, dynamic local traffic load at relays, and even the type of packet sched-

uler at the base station. As a result, it is challenging to maintain a stable

aggregate throughput with MPTCP over relays. In this chapter, we intro-

duce an enhancement module at the application layer for a user cooperation

scenario in the LTE network. Based on the relay bandwidth monitoring,

a subset-sum based relay selection (SSRS) module is developed for adding

and deleting paths so as to ensure a stable aggregate throughput in a highly

varying environment. The proposed relay selection algorithm is based on

a fully polynomial-time subset-sum approximation [107]. Extensive simula-
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tions are conducted to evaluate the proposed module in different background

traffic patterns. The simulation results well demonstrate the strengths of

SSRS in minimizing throughput outage, the number of active subflows, and

performance variation.

4.1 Proposed SSRS module

4.1.1 Structure of SSRS module

In the user cooperation scenario shown in Fig. 3.1 of Chapter 3, due to the

fading effect and the various local traffic load of relays, the available band-

widths offered by relays are highly dynamic, which can seriously impact the

performance of bandwidth-intensive applications, e.g., video streaming. In

order to guarantee a stable aggregate throughput of MPTCP in the user

cooperation scenario, we propose a subset-sum based relay selection (SSRS)

module, which consists of four main components, namely, the external ap-

plication programming interfaces (API), relay manager, relay selection and

path manager.

In SSRS, the relay manager is responsible for gathering the latest available

bandwidth of relays periodically. After eliminating the relays with a high lo-

cal traffic load, the relay manager forwards the selected relay list to the relay

selection component, which further selects the feasible relay sets based on the

available bandwidths and a target bit rate (TBR) configured by an applica-

tion via the external API. Moreover, the relay selection component selects a
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Figure 4.1: Structure of SSRS.

best relay set from the feasible relay sets based on certain criteria. Then, the

best relay set is forwarded to the path manager component, which monitors

the aggregate throughput in a certain frequency. Whenever the aggregate

throughput is observed out of a certain variation range of the TBR, the path

manager directs the MPTCP component to update the current active relay

set to the latest best relay set via MPTCP socket APIs. In practice, the path

manager can obtain the aggregate throughput by registering a hook between

the transport layer and the network layer so that all the incoming packets at

the destination are counted by the path manager.

Fig. 4.1 shows the structure of the SSRS module at the destination and the

relay. The rectangular shapes show the existing components in the corre-

sponding protocol stacks, while the rounded rectangular shapes in the dashed

frame represent the components of the proposed enhancement module. The

SSRS module at the application layer has two external APIs with the stan-
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dard protocol stacks. First, the SSRS module allows an application at the

application layer to provide a desired TBR requirement. As such, differ-

ent applications can customize their QoS requirements by setting different

TBRs. For instance, TBRs ranging from 384 kbit/s to 768 kbit/s are usually

needed for the two-way interactive standard definition (SD) video confer-

encing, while the two-way high definition (HD) video conferencing requires a

higher bandwidth support, which ranges from 768 kbit/s to 1.24 Mbit/s [108].

Meanwhile, by upper bounding the TBR, the source is prevented from occu-

pying too much bandwidth by selecting the relays greedily, which guarantees

the fairness. Second, SSRS uses the standard MPTCP socket APIs to en-

able multipath transmission [109]. In particular, TCP MULTIPATH ADD and

TCP MULTIPATH REMOVE APIs are used to add and delete subflow paths, re-

spectively. As such, SSRS can be easily deployed in MPTCP-enabled nodes

without modifying the existing protocol stacks.

4.1.2 Operation procedures

Based on the structure of SSRS given in Fig. 4.1, the SSRS module assists

with the multipath transmission according to the following operation proce-

dures.

At the beginning of an application session, the relay selection component in

SSRS acquires the desired TBR from the application client, and the relay

manager retrieves the available bandwidths of the relays from their periodic

broadcasts at a frequency F , e.g., 1 broadcast per 2 seconds. The available
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bandwidth is obtained by the relay client by measuring its average local

traffic load.

Once the relay manager obtains the available bandwidths of the relays, it

forwards such information to the relay selection component, which further

determines all feasible relay sets whose total available bandwidths are within

an acceptable TBR range, e.g., between 90% and 110% of TBR. Moreover,

the relay selection component selects a best relay set based on certain criteria

and configures the set as the active set. The algorithm of determining fea-

sible relay sets and selecting the best relay set is discussed in Section 4.1.3.

The active set is forwarded to the path manager at the application layer,

which further calls MPTCP socket APIs to add all subflows to the MPTCP

connection.

During an application session, since the relays periodically broadcast their

available bandwidths to the relay manager, the relay selection component

needs to update the feasible relay sets accordingly, so that their total avail-

able bandwidths can satisfy the acceptable TBR range. A new best relay set

is selected as the backup set for the current active set. Once the total avail-

able bandwidth of the active set is found to be outside the TBR range, the

path manager is triggered to migrate the current active set to the backup

set. The detailed algorithm of selecting the backup set is also discussed

in Section 4.1.3.

To migrate to a new relay set, the path manager compares the active set and

the backup set to derive the required operations of adding and/or deletion
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subflows. Specifically, the new subflows are added first, whereas the deletion

of the old subflows starts after a maximum RTT of the active paths. The

main consideration of postponing deleting operations is to ensure that the

destination waits to receive the packets on the fly over the paths to be deleted.

Here, an RTT monitor is required to measure the RTT of each active path

and provide such information to the path manager.

4.1.3 Relay set selection algorithm

As discussed in Section 4.1.2, we need to apply a real-time fast algorithm to

efficiently select and update the feasible relay sets whose total available band-

widths satisfy the TBR range. This is the well-known subset-sum problem,

which is proved to be NP-complete [107]. Given a set of N elements, there

are totally 2N possible subsets so that the searching scale is exponential.

Fortunately, a fully polynomial-time approximation algorithm is available to

“trim” subsets that have sums sufficiently close to neighboring subsets [107].

We first adapt this approximation algorithm to obtain the feasible relay sets.

The original approximation algorithm can determine the relay subsets whose

total available bandwidths add up to an exact given value. Here, we need

to find relay subsets whose total available bandwidths fall into a range
[
(1−

θ)TBR, (1 + θ)TBR
]
, 0 < θ < 1. This is because the available bandwidth of

each relay path may vary dynamically and a small buffer space is necessary

to tolerate a certain level of throughput variation.

Given N relays, we use bi to denote the available bandwidth of relay i
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(1 ≤ i ≤ N) and define R = {b1, b2, ..., bN}. All possible total available band-

widths of relays {n1, n2, ..., ni} are denoted by

Li = {Si
1, S

i
2, ..., S

i
|Li|} (4.1)

(1− θ)TBR ≤ Si
j ≤ (1 + θ)TBR, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Li|.

All subsets of relays that have a total available bandwidth Si
j are denoted by

Ui
j(S

i
j). That is, ∀X ∈ Ui

j(S
i
j), X satisfies

∑
nk∈X

bk = Si
j. (4.2)

Algorithm 1 shows the iterative procedure to obtain the feasible relay subsets.

The input parameters of Algorithm 1 include a set R of available bandwidth

of each relay, an approximation parameter ε and the number N of relays.

The outputs of Algorithm 1 include the set of total available bandwidths Lf ,

which are in the range of TBR, and the corresponding relay sets UN
j (S

N
j )

whose total available bandwidths are given by the elements in Lf . Then, the

best relay will be selected based on these relay sets in UN
j (S

N
j ).

In each round, from line 6 to line 11, a new bandwidth set Li is calculated

by combining the previous available bandwidth set Li−1 with a new set L
′
i,

which is defined by adding the available bandwidth bi of a new relay i to each

element of Li−1. As given in Line 6 of Algorithm 1, L
′
i = {Ŝi

1, Ŝ
i
2, ..., Ŝ

i
|Li−1|},

where Ŝi
j = Si−1

j + bi,∀1 ≤ j ≤ |Li−1|. That means, L
′
i lists the total avail-
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Algorithm 1 Subset-sum based relay selection.
Input: R, ε, N
Output: Lf and UN

j (S
N
j )

1: Lf = ∅
2: L0 = {0}
3: S0

1 = {0}
4: U0

1 = ∅
5: for i = 1 to N do

// Consider a new relay i of available bandwidth bi
6: L

′
i = {Ŝi

1, Ŝ
i
2, ..., Ŝ

i
|Li−1|}, where Ŝi

j = Si−1
j + bi,∀1 ≤ j ≤ |Li−1|

// Add a new relay i into correspondent relay sets
7: for j = 1 to |Li| do
8: Ui

j(S
i
j)←

{
X̂|X̂ = X ∪ ni, X ∈ Ui−1

j (Si−1
j )

}
9: end for

// Merge sets Li−1 and L
′
i

// Sort the combined set in descending order
10: Li = MergeSort(Li−1, L

′
i)

11: Li = {Si
1, S

i
2, ..., S

i
|Li|}

// Remove all elements of Li that are greater than the TBR upper
bound

12: for j = 1 to |Li| do
13: if ∀Si

j ∈ Li, S
i
j > (1 + θ)TBR then

14: Remove Si
j from Li

15: else if (1− θ)TBR ≤ Si
j ≤ (1 + θ)TBR then

16: if Si
j /∈ Lf then

17: Lf ← Lf ∪ Si
j

18: end if
19: else
20: break
21: end if
22: end for
23: Trim

(
Li, ε/(2N)

)
24: end for
25: Return Lf and UN

j (S
N
j ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ |Lf |
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able bandwidths of subsets of relays {n1, n2, ..., ni}, and these subsets must

include relay ni. Meanwhile, from line 7 to line 9, the corresponding subsets

of relays Ui
j(S

i
j) are also updated by adding the new relay i to each subset.

Next, we merge the previous set Li−1 and the new set L
′
i, and then sort the

combined set in a descending order. All elements of Li greater than the TBR

upper bound are removed because they are definitely greater than the TBR

upper bound in the next round.

All elements of Li that fall into the TBR range are further trimmed by intro-

ducing an approximation parameter ε (0 < ε < 1). Given two neighboring

elements Si
j and Si

j+1, if they are sufficiently close, i.e., they satisfy the fol-

lowing equation,
Si
j+1

1 + ε
2N

6 Si
j 6 Si

j+1 (4.3)

then Si
j+1 is removed from Li. Actually, ε is an indicator of the variance of

the approximation result from the optimal solution. Since the user requires

to ensure an approximate total bandwidth in the range [(1 − θ)TBR, (1 +

θ)TBR], it is natural to set ε = θ. Compared with the original subset-sum

algorithm in [107], Algorithm 1 does not increase the search space, so that

the running time remains polynomial in both 1/ε and N .

Based on the feasible relay subsets obtained from Algorithm 1. GivenK relay

subsets, a best relay set can be selected according to the following criteria.

Specifically, we select the active set and the backup set based on two main

factors, i.e., the difference between TBR and the total available bandwidth
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of a relay subset k (denoted by ∆Bk), and the number of relays (denoted

by Nk
s ). The two factors of relay subset k are normalized according to the

following equations:

αk
B =

∆Bk − min
1≤l≤K

∆Bl

max
1≤l≤K

∆Bl − min
1≤l≤K

∆Bj

, αk
N =

Nk
s − min

1≤l≤K
N l

s

max
1≤l≤K

N l
s − min

1≤l≤K
N l

s

. (4.4)

Then, we define the following priority index γk of relay subset k as

γk =
1

αk
B + αk

N

. (4.5)

The relay subset of the highest priority index is selected as the active set.

During the MPTCP connection, multiple paths can be established through

the relays in the active set from the source to the destination. When the

destination observes the total available bandwidth of the current active set

out of the TBR range, the destination is triggered to switch to the backup

set. The selection of the backup set further takes into account the number

of path maintenance operations (denoted by Mk1,k2
ops ), which is the number of

required operations of adding and deleting paths to migrate from the active

set k1 to the backup set k2. For example, if the active set includes relays

{n1, n2, n3}, the number of path maintenance operations for switching to

the backup set {n2, n3, n4} will be 2, including one addition of a new path

through n4 and one deletion of an old path through n1. The rationale behind

is to minimize the transition period and ensure the smooth migration with
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a minor throughput variation. Similar to the factors ∆Bk and Nk
s , M

k1,k2
ops is

also normalized as follows:

αk1,k2
M =

Mk1,k2
ops − min

1≤l≤K
l ̸=k1

Mk1,l
ops

max
1≤l≤K
l ̸=k1

Mk1,l
ops − min

1≤l≤K
l ̸=k1

Mk1,l
ops

. (4.6)

The priority index in (4.5) is then extended to

γ̃k1,k2 =
1

αk2
B + αk2

N + αk1,k2
M

. (4.7)

The relay subset k2 with the highest priority index γ̃k1,k2 is selected as the

backup set for the active set k1.

4.2 Experimental results of SSRS and Greedy

To evaluate the performance of the proposed module, we implement SSRS

in the network simulator ns-3 [15] based on the system model introduced

in Chapter 3. In the simulation, we consider an eNB connected to 11 UEs,

among which there are 1 destination and 10 relays. These UEs are uniformly

distributed within a rectangle area of a distance 800− 1000 meters to the

eNB as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Equipped with both LTE and Wi-Fi inter-

faces, the relays and the destination can use their Wi-Fi interfaces to directly

communicate in an ad hoc mode. The destination receives packets from the

application server (the source) via the relays. The relay manager at the des-
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tination monitors the available bandwidths of the relays every 2 seconds. In

other words, the frequency F equals 1 measurement per 2 seconds. The TBR

at the destination is set to 3 Mbit/s, which satisfies the requirement of most

video streaming service providers, such as YouTube [110], Netflix [111] and

Hulu [112]. The other default simulation parameters are given in Table 3.1.

In our simulation, we evaluate the aggregate throughput and goodput achieved

at the destination, and the number of subflows engaged in the MPTCP con-

nection to verify the performance of SSRS. To simulate varying available

bandwidths of the relays, we adjust the background traffic load based on

UDP at the relays. Specifically, two patterns are considered to evaluate the

adaptiveness and effectiveness of SSRS:

• Static available bandwidth pattern: the UDP traffic rates do not change

during the simulation time, so that only the wireless channel effects,
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Algorithm 2 Greedy relay selection.
Input: R, N
Output: V
1: R̂ = Sort(R)

// Sort relays in an ascending order of available bandwidth
2: S0 = 0
3: V = ∅
4: for i = 1 to N do
5: if Si−1 + bi < (1− θ)TBR then
6: V← V ∪ ni

7: Si = Si−1 + bi
8: end if
9: if Si ≥ (1 + θ)TBR then
10: break
11: end if
12: end for
13: Return V

such as fading, affect the available bandwidths via relays.

• Dynamic available bandwidth pattern: the UDP traffic rates at relays

are increasing or decreasing linearly over the simulation time, so that

the available bandwidths of the relays are decreased or increased cor-

respondingly.

In addition, to better understand the performance of SSRS, we consider a

greedy relay selection scheme as a benchmark, referred to as Greedy in the

following figures. As shown in Algorithm 2, the relays are first sorted in

an ascending order according to their available bandwidths. Then, a relay

is added into the resulting relay set V one by one from the relay of the

lowest available bandwidth, until the total available bandwidth falls into the
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Figure 4.3: Aggregate throughput and goodput of SSRS in the static available
bandwidth pattern at relays.

acceptable TBR range. During the run time, if the total available bandwidth

becomes greater than the TBR upper bound, Greedy deletes a relay one by

one, also starting with the relay of the lowest available bandwidth, until the

total available bandwidth returns to the TBR range.

4.2.1 Static scenario

Fig. 4.3 compares the aggregate throughput and goodput of SSRS and Greedy

in the static available bandwidth pattern. Two straight lines show the upper

bound and lower bound of the TBR requirement, which are 3.3 Mbit/s and

2.7 Mbit/s, respectively. In the static scenario, only the channel fading affects

the available bandwidth of each relay. As seen in Fig. 4.3, both SSRS and
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Greedy can guarantee the stable aggregate throughput in the long term.

After the 15th second, both algorithms achieve a throughput around TBR

with a variation less than 5%.

However, SSRS has less TBR variation (6% - 8%) than Greedy (13% - 23%) in

the beginning. This is because that SSRS has a larger search space for relay

subsets than Greedy. It efficiently scans most feasible subsets of relays so as

to select a relay set that provides a total bandwidth closest to TBR. In other

words, SSRS can tolerate a larger variation because the total bandwidths of

selected relay subsets are more concentrated in the middle of the TBR range.

Therefore, there is a lower outage probability in the next update period.

In contrast, Greedy adds and deletes paths based on the current active set.

As a result, there is a larger chance to select a relay set having a total available

bandwidth close to the TBR edges. For example, at the 4th second, SSRS

selects a backup set of a total available bandwidth 2.85 Mbit/s, whereas the

backup set selected by Greedy has a total bandwidth 3.25 Mbit/s, which

almost approaches the TBR upper bound 3.3 Mbit/s. At the 8th second,

Greedy eventually violates the TBR boundary.

Fig. 4.3 also shows that the goodput of SSRS and Greedy are both much

lower than their aggregate throughput. The average goodput of SSRS is

only 70% of its aggregate throughput, while this ratio is 53% for Greedy.

One main reason for this is the number of subflows in use, which is shown in

Fig. 4.4. When the number of subflows is growing, the end-to-end path delay

variation is also increased so that more out-of-order packets are received at
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Figure 4.4: The number of subflows of SSRS in the static available bandwidth
pattern at relays.

the destination. SSRS employs 1 less subflow than Greedy, so the average

goodput of SSRS is 1.25 times that of Greedy. The reason for SSRS to choose

less subflows is because of the priority index it uses for relay selection. As

seen in (4.5), the relay set k that has a smaller number of subflows αk
N ends

up with a higher priority index γk. Therefore, even though the destination

may switch relays during the simulation due to channel fading, the number

of subflows is very stable for SSRS.

4.2.2 Dynamic scenario

Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 show the aggregate throughput, goodput and the number

of subflows of SSRS and Greedy with the dynamic available bandwidth pat-
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Figure 4.5: Aggregate throughput and goodput of SSRS with dynamic avail-
able bandwidth patterns at relays.
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terns. In Fig. 4.5(a), the UDP traffic load at each relay is linearly increased

by 0.2 Mbit/s at the 7th, 13rd and 19th second to simulate decreasing avail-

able bandwidths. Then, in Fig. 4.5(b), the local UDP throughput at each

relay is linearly decreased by 0.2 Mbit/s at the 31st, 37th and 47th second to

simulate increasing available bandwidths.

As seen in Fig. 4.5(a), although the aggregate throughput achieved at the

destination goes down because of less available bandwidth at each relay,

SSRS adapts more smoothly with less throughput variation and outage than

Greedy. Among the 10 monitor points, SSRS only has 1 outage, as opposed

to 3 for Greedy. This is because SSRS effectively selects the backup set

whose total available bandwidth is much closer to TBR. Thus, there is a

larger guard space for throughput variation so as to minimize the possibility

of throughput outage. Even so, both algorithms still need to employ more

relays to accommodate the lower available bandwidth of each relay. Similar

behavior is observed in Fig. 4.5(b) when the aggregate throughput achieved at

the destination goes up because of more available bandwidth at each relay.

During this period, Greedy suffers from 3 outage events while SSRS only

has 1.

Similar to the static scenario, Fig. 4.5 also shows that the goodput of SSRS

and Greedy are both much lower than their aggregate throughput. When

the available bandwidth is decreasing, both algorithms need to engage more

relays to ensure an aggregate throughput within the TBR range. This leads

to a larger variation of the end-to-end path delays of the subflows. As a result,
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Figure 4.6: The number of subflows of SSRS in the dynamic available band-
width patterns at relays.
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the goodput of both algorithms is degraded. Nonetheless, as seen in Fig. 4.6,

SSRS uses less subflows in both decreasing and increasing scenarios, since it

considers the number of relays in the priority index for relay ranking. Thus,

SSRS achieves a goodput which is 50% higher than that of Greedy.

4.3 Conclusion

In a user cooperation scenario, it is challenging to maintain a stable aggregate

throughput at the destination, due to various factors, such as channel fading

and local traffic fluctuation at relays. In this chapter, we propose a subset-

sum based relay selection (SSRS) module based on a fully polynomial-time

relay selection algorithm. By monitoring the available bandwidth variations,

SSRS effectively adapts the relay paths in a highly dynamic environment

so as to satisfy the application throughput requirement defined in terms of

TBR. Specifically, the aggregate throughput at the destination is maintained

within an acceptable TBR range via adding and deleting relay paths. While

the best relay set is updated periodically, an active set is migrated to the

backup set whenever the aggregate throughput is observed out of the TBR

range.

Based on extensive simulations via ns-3 [15] for varying background traffic

patterns, we clearly show that SSRS achieves a stable aggregate through-

put with less performance outage and variation by engaging a much smaller

number of subflows, compared to the greedy relay selection algorithm. The
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simulation results also show that the goodput of MPTCP with SSRS in the

cooperation scenario is much lower than the aggregate throughput due to

disparate end-to-end path delays (e.g., the goodput is only 55% of aggregate

throughput on average), which can cause the out-of-order issue and jeopar-

dize the goodput at the destination. We further investigate how to improve

the goodput in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive congestion control

(ACC)

Although SSRS can guarantee a stable aggregate throughput with MPTCP

in the user cooperation scenario, the goodput of MPTCP is still far lower than

the aggregate throughput because the end-to-end delay differences of paths

can cause out-of-order packets. In this chapter, we introduce an adaptive

congestion control (ACC) algorithm at the source, which dynamically adjusts

the congestion window for each subflow TCP so as to mitigate the variation

of the end-to-end path delay. The simulation results show that ACC together

with SSRS can greatly improve the goodput performance of MPTCP in both

the static and dynamic scenarios.
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5.1 Goodput analysis

Although SSRS is designed to enable a stable aggregate throughput, it is

the goodput that reflects the real application-level throughput. Here, the

goodput is the amount of useful data available to the receiver application

per unit time. In other words, goodput is the effective throughput perceived

by the application. For example, if a user downloads a file from a file transfer

protocol (FTP) server, the goodput that the user experiences is the file size

divided by the file transfer time. The end-to-end delays of different paths can

be considerably different, so the data sequence numbers (DSN) of the received

packets of each subflow may be out-of-order at the destination, which further

harms the goodput.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the source transmits video data to the destination by

MPTCP with two subflows, which run over path 1 and path 2, respectively.

The end-to-end delay of path 1 is half of that of path 2. Considering the

case that the source sends packets 1 and 2 simultaneously over path 2 and

path 1, respectively, packet 2 will arrive at the destination first. If these two

packets belong to the same video frame, then the destination cannot play

out the frame until it receives packet 1. As the destination needs more time

to receive the entire frame, the goodput is degraded.

In the following, we first examine two special scenarios of MPTCP so as to

find out the primary factors affecting the goodput performance of MPTCP.

Based on the analysis results, an adaptive congestion control (ACC) algo-
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Figure 5.1: An example of goodput.

rithm at the source is proposed in Section 5.2 to enhance the goodput of the

destination. In this thesis, we define the goodput of MPTCP as the effective

throughput of in-order packets delivered by MPTCP to the application layer.

Intuitively, we have

Goodput =
Payload size of M in-order packets

Total receiving time of M packets
. (5.1)

Suppose that there are two available paths via two network interfaces of the

source and destination interface 1 (IF1) and interface 2 (IF2). Let τi denote

the packet sending interval at the source for path i, i = 1, 2. Assume that

the throughput of path 1 is greater than that of path 2. Denoting the end-

to-end delay of path i by di, we have d1 < d2. Consider a block of M packets

with continuous DSN numbers, among which M − 1 packets are received on

path 1 and only 1 packet is from path 2. Such a block of data packets is

referred to as an in-order unit. Let S and T denote the total size in the unit

of maximum segment size (MSS), which is the largest amount of data that

a computer or communications device can receive in a single TCP segment,
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and the total receiving time of an in-order unit, respectively. Then, we can

evaluate the goodput by G = S/T .

Consider two special cases illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The in-order unit comprises

4 packets of DSN numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. Suppose that packet 1 and packet 2

are sent at the same time to path 1 and path 2, respectively. Fig. 5.2(a) shows

the case with ∆D , d2 − d1 > τ1. As shown in Fig. 5.2(a), T = ∆D in this

case. The goodput is thus expressed as

G =
S

T
=

τ2
τ1
+ 1

△D
. (5.2)

Eq. (5.2) implies that goodput is inversely proportional to the end-to-end

path delay difference ∆D. The larger difference of the end-to-end path delays,

the more out-of-order packets that will be received at the destination, which

in turn decreases the goodput. Therefore, we need to minimize the end-to-

end delay difference among paths.

Fig. 5.2(b) shows another special scenario with ∆D ≤ τ1. In this case, the

destination needs less time to receive all packets within the in-order unit.

Here, the total time to receive all M packets of the in-order unit is just

the time for path 1 to receive all M − 1 packets sent over it. As shown in

Fig. 5.2(b), T = τ2 in this case. The goodput is then obtained as

G =
S

T
=

τ2
τ1
+ 1

τ2
=

1

τ1
+

1

τ2
. (5.3)

The aggregate throughput over two paths (in the unit of MSS per second) in
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Figure 5.2: Special cases with two transmission paths for goodput analysis.
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an in-order unit is given by

Υ =
1

τ1
+

1

τ2
. (5.4)

Obviously, Υ = G in the special case of Fig. 5.2(b). This means that,

when the delay difference of the paths is small and the packets are properly

scheduled over the paths, the goodput can approach its upper bound, i.e.,

the aggregate throughput.

5.2 Proposed ACC module

In regular TCP, the source maintains a congestion window, which limits the

maximum number of packets that can be sent on the fly without received

ACKs. Once triple duplicate ACKs are received, the source interprets this

event as an indicator of packet loss and halves its congestion window to re-

duce the traffic load toward the corresponding transmission path [113]. As

discussed in Chapter 2, each subflow TCP of MPTCP maintains its own

congestion window. These congestion windows are increased cooperatively

by a coupled congestion control algorithm. In contrast, the congestion win-

dows are decreased independently. Specifically, when the subflow TCP at

the source receives the congestion signals, e.g., three duplicated ACKs, it

decreases the congestion window of this path by half. Consequently, the

congestion window of each path may greatly differ from each other because
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different paths have different congestion situations. This will lead to a large

path delay difference, which is detrimental to the goodput performance.

In this section, we propose an ACC algorithm to improve the goodput perfor-

mance of MPTCP. As shown in Fig. 5.3, ACC complements the congestion

control algorithm of MPTCP. In ACC, the average end-to-end delay of each

path is monitored at certain frequency, which is also the frequency of the

periodic relay bandwidth broadcast for SSRS. Among all the used paths, the

ratio of the maximum path delay over the minimum path delay is defined as

delay ratio. When a large delay ratio is detected, the source proportionally

decreases its congestion window even when there is no congestion signal de-

tected. The main purpose is to minimize the path delay difference to increase

the goodput. On the other hand, the increase of the subflow congestion win-

dow follows the original congestion control algorithm of MPTCP.

The details of ACC are given in Algorithm 3. As seen, the ACC algorithm is

triggered when the delay ratio η is within a certain range [ηmin, ηmax]. Here,

the delay ratio η is defined as η = max1≤r≤Ns dr/min1≤r≤Ns dr, where Ns is

the number of paths, and dr is the end-to-end delay of path r. In Line 6, the
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Algorithm 3 Adaptive congestion control.

1: Input: End-to-end delay of paths dr, ∀1 ≤ r ≤ Ns; range of delay ratio
[ηmin, ηmax]; current system time Tcur; creation time of subflow over of
slowest path l, T l

init; adaptation start time Γ; maximum adaptation limit
m

2: Output: Congestion window of slowest path j, cwndj; slow start thresh-
old of slowest path j, ssthreshj

3: j = arg max
1≤r≤Ns

(dr) // Find the slowest path j

4: l = arg min
1≤r≤Ns

(dr) // Find the fastest path l

5: η = dj/dl
// High delay ratio detected, select the slowest path j for cwnd adaptation

6: if ηmin ≤ η ≤ ηmax then

// Adaptation counter does not exceed the maximum limit
7: if countj < m then
8: elapsej = Tcur − T l

init

9: if elapsej > Γ then

// Decrease the congestion window of path l
10: cwndj ← cwndj/η
11: if ssthreshj > cwndj then
12: ssthreshj = cwndj
13: end if
14: countj ← countj + 1
15: end if
16: else

// Reset adaptation counter
17: countj = 0
18: end if
19: end if

congestion window (denoted by cwndr) of path r with the maximum delay is

decreased proportionally by the delay ratio η. This is because a larger delay

ratio indicates that the high delay path is overloaded. Its congestion window

needs to be decreased to relieve the traffic load and reduce the end-to-end
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path delay.

Here, ηmax is introduced to avoid over blocking the slow path. Since de-

creasing the congestion window of a path too much will halt the source from

sending packets to the subflow on that path in a long time, which will lower

the throughput on that path and thus jeopardize the aggregate throughput.

Meanwhile, since ACC only works in congestion avoidance stage, we try to

avoid the slow start during adjusting congestion window. In ACC, the TCP

slow start threshold of the slowest path j (denoted by ssthreshj) need to

be set to the new cwndj, if ssthreshj > cwndj. If ssthrehj is not updated

in this case, cwndj will be recovered quickly with the slow start procedure,

i.e., cwndj is linearly increased by 1 for each successful ACK received at the

source. Due to the unwanted slow start procedure, the congestion window

of the slow path is not decreased for sufficient time to reduce the end-to-end

path delay.

Although adjusting cwnd can reduce the end-to-end delay variation of mul-

tiple paths, it is hard to guarantee that all paths maintain similar delays as

the ideal case illustrated in Fig. 5.2(b). This is due to a variety of factors in

addition to the traffic load over the paths that contribute to the end-to-end

path delay, such as transmission, processing, and queueing delays at routers,

base stations, and intermediate nodes between communication peers. The

link-layer interference and retransmission over wireless channels also result

in a path delay variation. The transport-layer control itself cannot com-

pletely eliminate the path delay variation. We introduce a parameter countj
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to restrict the number of continuous reductions of congestion window for a

single path j by m, which is the maximum adaptation limit, e.g., m = 3 in

the experiments. As such, we can avoid severe throughput degradation on an

individual path. In addition, ACC is not activated before the subflow TCP

has run for a period Γ. Threshold Γ is needed because the end-to-end delay

measurements for a new path cannot accurately reflect the real congestion

situation immediately. In practice, the time threshold Γ can be set to several

times of the maximum RTT to make sure that the subflow TCP to adjust is

already in the congestion avoidance stage.

5.3 Experimental results of ACC with and

w/o SSRS

The simulation results in Chapter 4 show that SSRS can effectively guarantee

a stable aggregate throughput to satisfy the TBR requirement. Chapter 4

results also show that the goodput, which reflects the effective throughput

perceived at the application layer, is much lower than the aggregate through-

put. In this section, we evaluate the goodput of MPTCP with ACC upon

SSRS in various patterns of background traffic load at relays. The traffic

load patterns considered here are the same as those used in Chapter 4. The

maximum and minimum delay ratios (i.e., ηmax and ηmin) are set to 3 and

1, respectively. The source measures the end-to-end path delay via N relays

every 2 seconds, which is the same as the time period that SSRS broadcasts
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the available bandwidth of each relay. The topology and distribution of the

relays also follow the configuration considered in Section 4.2. The other

default simulation parameters are given in Table 3.1.

Fig. 5.4 shows the aggregate throughput and the goodput of ACC with SSRS

in the static available bandwidth pattern. It is clearly seen that ACC can

effectively enhance the goodput of MPTCP at the destination, as compared

to SSRS alone. Specifically, the average goodput of ACC together with

SSRS is 1.42 times higher than that of SSRS alone. This is because ACC

dynamically adapts the congestion window (cwnd) of each path so as to

mitigate the delay differences of relay paths.

Another interesting observation of Fig. 5.4 is that, between the 4th second

and the 16th second, the aggregate throughput of ACC with SSRS is slightly

smaller than that of SSRS alone. Actually, at the 2ed second, three new

relays are bound to the destination and lead to an increasing delay difference

from that moment. At the 4th second, a larger delay ratio is detected within

the range [ηmin, ηmax]. ACC is then triggered to decrease the cwnd of the

slow path and relieve its traffic load. As a result, there is a slight throughput

degradation for a brief period (12 seconds) following that between the 4th

second and the 16th second. In a nutshell, ACC may temporarily slow down

or even suspend the source for a short period by decreasing the congestion

window to reduce the path delay. As a side effect, the aggregate throughput

may be slightly degraded by ACC. To avoid penalizing a slow path frequently,

we have a maximum adaptation limit m in ACC to restrict the number of
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Figure 5.4: Aggregate throughput and goodput of ACC in the static available
bandwidth pattern at relays.

times the cwnd of one subflow can be decreased. Although ACC slightly

decreases the aggregate throughput in certain cases, the overall goodput is

still much larger than that of SSRS alone.

Fig. 5.5 shows the aggregate throughput and the goodput of ACC with SSRS

in the dynamic available bandwidth patterns. It can be seen that ACC

achieves a higher goodput in both the decreasing and increasing available

bandwidth patterns as compared to SSRS. Specifically, on average, the good-

put of SSRS + ACC is 1.33 higher larger than that of SSRS alone. Moreover,

the goodput of ACC in the decreasing available bandwidth pattern is smaller

than that in the increasing available bandwidth pattern.

There are two main reasons behind the observation. First, when the available

bandwidth is decreasing, the end-to-end delays of some paths become so large
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Figure 5.5: Aggregate throughput and goodput of ACC in the dynamic avail-
able bandwidth patterns at relays.

that the delay ratio exceeds ηmax (set to 3 in the simulation). For example,

the maximum delay ratio between the 5th second and the 25th second is

observed to be 5, which is greater than the maximum delay ratio 3. Also,

ACC itself cannot significantly reduce such a large delay difference among

the paths, since many other factors in addition to traffic load (controlled by

the congestion window of a path) can contribute to the delay, e.g., queueing

delay at routers.

Second, ACC slightly degrades the aggregate throughput at the destination

by shrinking the congestion window. In the decreasing available bandwidth

pattern, the aggregate bandwidth of SSRS is already very close to the lower

bound of TBR, e.g., at the 15th second and the 23rd second. When ACC

is used with SSRS, more outage events occur. Between the 5th second and
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25th second, there is 1 outage event in SSRS, while there are 4 throughput

outages with ACC. Such outages result in frequent relay updates in SSRS.

Some subflows need to be deleted or added in a high frequency so that the

end-to-end delay of the path is decreased. As a result, the effectiveness

of ACC is further constrained. For instance, the shortest connection time

between a relay and the destination in the simulation is 2 seconds, which is

only 3 times that of the RTT of the path. This connection time is too short

for ACC adaptation to take effect and reduce the end-to-end path delay.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose an adaptive congestion control(ACC) module

to enhance the goodput performance of MPTCP at the destination. By

adapting the congestion window based on the end-to-end delay differences

among paths, ACC effectively improves the goodput of MPTCP by running

with SSRS. Simulation results demonstrate that the goodput of MPTCP

is significantly improved by using ACC together with SSRS. On average,

the goodput of SSRS + ACC is 1.5 times and 1.33 times larger than that

of SSRS alone in static pattern and dynamic pattern, respectively. Many

factors contribute to the end-to-end path delay, such as the queue length

at the routers and packet retransmission over wireless links, so ACC cannot

completely eliminate the delay gap of the paths. As a result, the goodput is

not so stable in a highly dynamic environment with a large variation for the
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background traffic load as that in the static scenario. In the next chapter,

we introduce another module which can work cooperatively with ACC to

achieve a more stable goodput for MPTCP in a user cooperation scenario.
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Chapter 6

Differentiated packet

forwarding (DPF)

As discussed in Chapter 5, because many factors contribute to the end-to-end

path delay, ACC cannot eliminate the delay difference among paths. In this

chapter, we introduce an extension module, namely, differentiated packet

forwarding (DPF), for MPTCP in a user cooperation scenario to further

improve the goodput at the destination. DPF takes advantage of the relays

to buffer out-of-order packets and only forwards the packets in an expected

DSN range to the destination. A fast ACK scheme is also implemented at

the relays to return ACK messages to the source on behalf of the destination

so as to reduce the ACK delay and avoid the unnecessary decreasing of the

congestion window caused by packet buffering at the relays. The simulation

results show that DPF significantly improves the goodput of MPTCP. In
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addition, we evaluate the overall performance with ACC, DPF and SSRS

working together. It is found that the three modules are complementary and

can achieve the best goodput performance.

6.1 Proposed DPF module

Fig. 6.1 shows the structure of differentiated packet forwarding (DPF) in the

rectangles at the transport layer. In Fig. 6.1, DPF manager at the destination

informs the DPF client at each relay an expected range of MPTCP data

sequence numbers (DSN). Then, the relays buffer the packets outside the

range until they are requested by the destination via a range update message.

Only the in-range packets are forwarded to the destination. By this means,

the goodput can be improved and the receiving buffer of the relays can also

be used by the destination.

One side effect of buffering packets at the relays is that the source may un-
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necessarily decrease the congestion window, since the ACKs of the buffered

packets are delayed, which may cause out-of-order ACKs that will be inter-

preted as an indicator of packet loss by the source. To address this problem,

a fast ACK scheme is further developed to migrate the endpoints of the sub-

flow TCP from the destination to the relay, so that the relay can return

ACKs on behalf of the destination. Fig. 6.2 shows an example of fast ACK

and DPF. Given an expected DSN range [0,99], the relays only forward the

packets of a DSN within this range to the destination. Meanwhile, the relays

buffer all the packets whose DSN is out of this range, e.g., packets 100, 101,

and 102. All ACKs are returned to the source by the relays instead of the

destination. To guarantee that the packets successfully arrive at the des-

tination eventually, the relays require positive acknowledgements from the

destination for the forwarded packets via regular TCP. The relays will buffer

these packets and retransmit lost packets until positive acknowledgements

are returned from the destination.

In the rest of this section, we first introduce the procedures of the fast ACK

scheme. Then, the DPF algorithms at the relays and the destination are

illustrated.

6.1.1 Fast ACK

As introduced in Chapter 2, MPTCP has two levels of sequence number

space: SSN and DSN. Correspondingly, MPTCP has two types of ACK mes-

sages, Subflow ACK and Data ACK. In the subflow TCP, the acknowledge-
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Figure 6.2: An illustration of fast ACK and DPF.

ment number in Subflow ACK specifies the next in-order SSN that the des-

tination expects to receive. In contrast, the acknowledgement DSN number

in Data ACK only indicates that the destination has successfully received

the packets whose DSNs are less than the DSN in Data ACK. The source

sends the next packet based on a scheduler rather than the DSN number in

Data ACK. Otherwise, duplicate transmissions are possible to cause waste

of bandwidth resources.

Fig. 6.3 shows how the sequence numbers are used in ACK messages. Here,

the data are sent between the source and the destination over two paths

via two network interfaces IF0 and IF1. Data ACK for packet 0 arrives at

the source after Data ACK for packet 1. Once receiving the Data ACK for

packet 0 at the interface 0 (IF0), the source immediately sends out packet 3

instead of packet 1. As introduced in Section 2.3.1, the SSN is similar to the
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Figure 6.3: MPTCP sequence numbers DSN and SSN for acknowledgement.

sequence number used in regular TCP. An ACK message of an SSN h over a

path indicates all packets sent over this path with an SSN less than h have

been successfully received. The next expected packet over this path should

take an SSN of h. In contrast, the DSN l in an ACK message only indicates

the packet of a DSN l − 1 has been received. It is up to the scheduler at

the source to determine which packet should be sent next over a path. The

packet is not necessary the one with a DSN l as in regular TCP. In Fig. 6.3,

once the ACK with a DSN 1 is received at the source, the source sends out

the packet of a DSN 3 instead of a DSN 1 over that path with IF0. This is

because the source knows the packet of DSN 1 has been received over the

path via IF1 by using the unique DSNs of packets. Duplicate transmissions

can thus be avoided so that it is possible to allow multiple relays to return

Data ACK messages independently on behalf of the destination.

In order to provide timely ACK feedback to the source, MPTCP can be
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extended to migrate the connection endpoint of subflow TCP from the des-

tination to relays. After setting up the first subflow TCP with the source,

the destination sends an address advertisement to the source with an Add

Address option [114], which contains the address and the port number of

one or multiple relays. Then, the source initiates a “SYN-SYN/ACK-ACK”

three-way handshaking and establishes one or multiple subflow TCP connec-

tions with the relays. Once receiving packets from the relays, the destination

knows that the new path has been established between the source and the re-

lay. It then sends a message to the source, which contains a Remove Address

option to delete the original subflow between the source and the destination.

As such, the relays are visible to the source as the endpoints of the end-to-

end connection. The original endpoint at the destination is deleted so that

the relays as the new endpoints take the responsibility of returning ACKs

on behalf of the destination. As seen, the migration of the endpoints form

the destination to the relays reuses the standard MPTCP signalling options

such as Add Address and Remove Address. This makes easy deployment of

the Fast ACK mechanism in practice.

The above procedure exploits the signalling of MPTCP to add relays and

enable fast ACK via relays. Nonetheless, the security mechanism of MPTCP

poses another technical issue that needs to be handled properly. According

to MPTCP [81], the connection initiation begins with a SYN, SYN/ACK, ACK

exchange on a single path. This MPTCP handshake negotiates the crypto-

graphic algorithm and declares the sender’s and receiver’s 64-bit keys, which
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are used to authenticate the addition of future subflows. The cryptographic

hash of the key is a 32-bit token as a local unique connection identifier.

When a new subflow is started, the SYN, SYN/ACK and ACK packets also

carry an MP JOIN option, which contains the receiver’s token to identify the

MPTCP connection it is joining, and the sender’s 64-bit truncated message

authentication code (MAC) for authentication. As seen, the relays joining

the MPTCP connection need to know the tokens of the source and the des-

tination, which are generated during the first subflow establishment. Also,

the destination should obtain the addresses and port numbers of the relays

before sending an address advertisement to the source with an Add Address

option. Hence, it is required that the destination and relays exchange address

information and tokens in advance via additional signalling.

6.1.2 Differentiated packet forwarding

Algorithms 4 and 5 give the details of DPF, which is implemented in a

distributed fashion at the destination and the relays. Algorithm 4 shows

DPF on the destination side. Once all MPTCP connections between the

source and the relays are established, the DPF manager at the destination

sends the expected DSN range, (MIN DSN, MAX DSN), for the incoming data

packets to the relays.

The length of the DSN range is H packets. The value of H depends on many

factors such as the out-of-order level and delays of different paths. When DPF

is working together with SSRS, a stable aggregate throughput around TBR
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Algorithm 4 Differentiated packet forwarding at the destination.
Input: ρ, MIN DSN , MAX DSN , H, Hrcv

Output: Hrcv, MIN DSN , MAX DSN
1: SendDsnRange(MIN DSN , MAX DSN) // Send the DSN range to

relays
2: while a new packet of DSN is received do
3: if MIN DSN ≤ DSN ≤MAX DSN then
4: Hrcv ← Hrcv + 1
5: end if

// Accept and append new packet to receive buffer
6: AddToBuffer()

7: if Hrcv/H ≥ ρ then
8: MIN DSN ←MIN DSN +H
9: MAX DSN ←MAX DSN +H

// Send update messages for DSN range to the relays
10: SendDsnRange(MIN DSN , MAX DSN)
11: end if
12: end while

can be achieved by selecting and switching relay sets. Further considering the

available bandwidth monitoring period (in seconds) F of SSRS, we choose

a reasonable value H = TBR · F . If any packet within the DSN range is

received, the destination accepts and buffers the packets. Meanwhile, the

destination counts the number of received packets of continuous DSN falling

in the expected range, denoted by Hrcv. The ratio Hrcv/H indicates the

occupancy level of the receive buffer and the completeness of an in-order

unit. Given a threshold ρ (0 < ρ ≤ 1), when Hrcv/H ≥ ρ, the destination

sends update messages for the new DSN range to the relays. The value

of ρ can be less than 1 so that a margin time is reserved for the relays to

forward buffered packets to the destination. The effect of ρ is further studied
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Algorithm 5 Differentiated packet forwarding at the relay.
Input: ρ, MIN DSN , MAX DSN , MAX BF SIZE
Output: null

// Receive the first DSN range from the destination
1: ReceiveDsnRange(MIN DSN , MAX DSN)
2: for each packet of DSN in receive buffer do
3: if MIN DSN ≤ DSN ≤MAX DSN then

// Forward the buffered packet toward the destination
4: Forward(buffered packet)

5: end if
6: end for
7: while a new packet of DSN is received do
8: if MIN DSN ≤ DSN ≤MAX DSN or
9: DSN < MIN DSN then

// Forward new packet toward the destination
10: Forward(new packet)

11: else
12: if DSN > MAX DSN then
13: if Buffer length ≥MAX BF SIZE then

// Forward head packet of receive buffer to the destination
14: Forward(head packet)
15: end if

// Append new packet to the end of receive buffer
16: AddToBuffer()

17: end if
18: end if
19: end while

in Section 6.2.2.

Algorithm 5 defines the DPF algorithm working at each relay. Once a packet

within the expected DSN range is received at a relay, it forwards the packet

toward the destination. If the packet DSN is smaller than the lower bound

of DSN range MIN DSN, it indicates an urgent out-of-order packet belonging
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to previous DSN ranges. The relay also forwards such a packet immediately.

In contrast, if the DSN of a received packet is larger than the upper bound

MAX DSN and the receive buffer is not full, the relay buffers and retains the

packet on behalf of the destination. Meanwhile, if the receive buffer overflows,

the relay forwards the packet in the head of queue to the destination. The

relay also needs to buffer the packets that have been forwarded to the destina-

tion but without positive acknowledgements from the destination yet. Since

the relay also has its own local traffic, it is necessary to limit the maximum

buffer size it can provide to the destination, denoted by MAX BF SIZE.

Obviously, MAX BF SIZE should be greater than H.

Once an update message for DSN range is received, the relay forwards all

the buffered packets within the new DSN range to the destination. The DSN

range update is based on the threshold ρ maintained at the destination,

which indicates the occupancy level of receive buffer and the completeness of

a consecutive data block (an in-order unit).

6.2 Experimental results of DPF combined

with SSRS and/or ACC

Simulation results in Chapter 5 show that ACC working together with SSRS

dramatically improves the goodput performance at the destination. The

goodput of ACC with SSRS is not so stable in a highly dynamic environ-

ment, e.g., with a large variation for the background traffic load. This is
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Figure 6.4: Aggregate throughput and goodput of DPF in the static available
bandwidth pattern at relays.

because ACC cannot eliminate the delay gap of the paths due to many fac-

tors contributing to the end-to-end delay, such as the queue length at the

routers and packet retransmission over wireless links. In this section, we

evaluate the performance of DPF with SSRS in various scenarios. The up-

date threshold ρ is set to 0.95 by default. We also study the overall goodput

performance with ACC, DPF and SSRS working together. The spatial dis-

tribution and background traffic load of the relays are the same as the setup

considered in Section 4.2. The other simulation parameters follow the default

parameters given in Table 3.1.
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Figure 6.5: Aggregate throughput and goodput of DPF in the dynamic avail-
able bandwidth patterns at relays.

6.2.1 Differentiated packet forwarding

Fig. 6.4 shows the aggregate throughput and the goodput of DPF with SSRS

in the static available bandwidth pattern. It is clearly seen that DPF dra-

matically improves the goodput, as compared to SSRS. The average goodput

of DPF together with SSRS is 1.36 times larger than that of SSRS alone,

since the number of out-of-order packets at the destination is decreased by

buffering the out-of-order packets at the relays.

Fig. 6.5 shows the aggregate throughput and the goodput of DPF with SSRS

in the dynamic available bandwidth patterns. It can be seen that the goodput

of DPF is 1.6 times larger than that of SSRS alone on average than that of

SSRS in both the decreasing and increasing available bandwidth patterns.
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When the available bandwidth is decreasing, the end-to-end delays of some

paths become so large that an increasing number of out-of-order packets

are buffered at the relays, which helps improve the goodput performance at

the destination. Meanwhile, more buffer space is needed at the relays to

accommodate the out-of-order packets.

Fig. 6.5 also shows that the aggregate throughput of DPF with SSRS is

more stable than that of ACC with SSRS in Fig. 5.5. The relays return Data

ACK and Subflow ACK to the source on behalf of the destination, so DPF is

transparent to the source so that the sending rate at the source will not be

affected by DPF.

6.2.2 Overall performance evaluation

The simulation results in Section 6.2.1 and Section 5.3 show that ACC and

DPF working together with SSRS can achieve a higher goodput than SSRS

alone in both the static and dynamic available bandwidth patterns. Never-

theless, when the available bandwidth is decreasing, ACC cannot guarantee a

stable goodput, while DPF costs more buffer space at relays. In this section,

we evaluate the overall performance with the three modules. It will be seen

in the following results that ACC and DPF can complement the limitations

of each other in the low available bandwidth scenario.

To combine the three modules, SSRS is first activated at the relays and

the destination to achieve a stable aggregate throughput to satisfy the TBR

requirement. Also, ACC runs at the source to enhance the goodput of SSRS.
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Moreover, DPF is triggered at the relays and the destination to cooperatively

work with ACC to further improve the goodput at the destination.

Fig. 6.6 shows the goodput of the three combined modules (SSRS + ACC

+ DPF) in both the static and dynamic available bandwidth patterns. In

the experiment, the TBR and variation ratio θ is set to 3.0 Mbit/s and 0.3

respectively, which are the same as in Chapter 4. In Fig. 6.6(a), it is clearly

seen that the goodput of the three combined modules performs the best

among the other combinations in the static pattern. Particularly, the overall

goodput is much more stable than that of ACC with SSRS at the beginning

of the MPTCP connection, e.g., from the 5th second to the 10th second. This

is because the out-of-order packets caused by mismatched end-to-end path

delays are buffered by the DPF module at the relays. In contrast, ACC is not

activated during this time period, since the end-to-end delay measurements

for a new path are not completed yet and cannot accurately reflect the real

congestion situation. Hence, the goodput of ACC with SSRS is almost the

same as that of SSRS alone at the beginning of the MPTCP connection.

In the dynamic patterns, as shown in Fig. 6.6(b), the goodput of the three

combined modules outperforms ACC with SSRS in all monitor time points,

and exceeds the goodput of DPF with SSRS in the decreasing and increasing

available bandwidth patterns in 50% and 91% of the monitor time points,

respectively. In some cases of the decreasing available bandwidth pattern,

the three combined modules have a slightly lower goodput than that of DPF

with SSRS. This is mainly because ACC degrades the aggregate throughput,
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Figure 6.6: Goodput of three combined modules (SSRS, ACC and DPF).
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which is the upper bound of goodput.

In the decreasing available bandwidth pattern, the end-to-end delay ratio

of some paths is much larger than θmax (set to 3). For example, a delay

ratio as high as 5 is observed in the simulation. As a result, ACC takes

effect and tries to reduce the large end-to-end path delay by shrinking the

corresponding congestion window of the path, which degrades the aggregate

throughput. Even though DPF improves the goodput more times in the

decreasing available bandwidth pattern, the goodput of the three combined

modules is still smaller than that of DPF with SSRS in some cases due to

the smaller aggregate throughput.

Fig. 6.7 shows the goodput of the three combined modules with a different

DSN range update threshold ρ of DPF. It can be seen that, when the thresh-

old ρ is decreased from 0.95 to 0.85, the goodput is degraded in both the

static and dynamic patterns. For a smaller threshold, there will be faster

updates for the DSN range and more overlapping among packets in two ad-

jacent DSN ranges. As a result, more out-of-order packets are received at

the destination, which degrades the goodput.

Fig. 6.7 also shows that the goodput decrease for ρ from 0.95 to 0.90 is

smaller than that with ρ from 0.90 to 0.85. In the static available bandwidth

pattern, when ρ = 0.95, the goodput is almost the same as that with ρ =

0.90. Based on our previous analysis, we know that a smaller ρ results in a

larger overlapping time between two adjacent DSN ranges. Therefore, if ρ is

small enough, such as 0.85 in Fig. 6.7(a), the goodput of the three combined
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Figure 6.7: Goodput of the three combined modules (SSRS, ACC and DPF)
with different thresholds ρ.
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modules falls back to the same as that of ACC with SSRS.

6.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduce differentiated packet forwarding (DPF) module

for MPTCP in a user cooperation scenario to further improve the goodput

at the destination. DPF works in a distributed manner at the relays and

the destination. In DPF, the destination periodically informs an expected

DSN range to the relays. Then, the relay buffers out-of-order packets and

only forwards the packets in an expected DSN range to the destination, so

that the goodput is not degraded. Also, we implement a fast ACK scheme

to enable the relays to return ACK messages to the source for the buffered

out-of-order packets on behalf of the destination. As such, the source will not

unnecessarily decrease the congestion window on the path. The simulation

results demonstrate that the goodput of MPTCP is significantly improved

and more stable with DPF. In addition, we evaluate the overall performance

of the three modules (SSRS, ACC and DPF) working together. The simu-

lation results show that they provide the best goodput performance in both

the static and dynamic available bandwidth patterns when used together.

The impact of the DSN range update threshold ρ is also investigated. It is

observed that the goodput is slightly increased when the threshold becomes

larger within a range close to 1.
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Chapter 7

Bandwidth sharing for user

cooperation

As shown in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, the three extension modules to MPTCP,

SSRS, ACC and DPF, can work in a complementary fashion to guarantee a

stable aggregate throughput that satisfies the TBR requirement and achieves

a high goodput. So far, we focus on UDP-based local traffic at the relays.

In this chapter, we show by experiments that, when the local traffic at the

relays is TCP-based, the throughput of the local traffic at the relays can

be severely degraded by forwarding the MPTCP traffic for the destination.

This behavior can jeopardize the motivation of mobile users to engage in user

cooperation. Hence, we introduce a bandwidth sharing module, which aims

to guarantee fair bandwidth sharing between the MPTCP subflows and the

local single-path flows at the relays. In particular, this bandwidth sharing
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module extends the standard congestion control algorithm of MPTCP to the

user cooperation scenario. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed

module ensures that the throughput of the local traffic at the relays is not

degraded by adding MPTCP subflows for the destination, and thus better

promotes the relays to engage in user cooperation.

7.1 MCC bandwidth sharing with user coop-

eration

The coupled congestion control algorithm of MPTCP is introduced in Sec-

tion 2.3.1. For easy comparison, we highlight the main points of this algo-

rithm in the following:

• Once the source receives an acknowledgement (ACK) from path r, it

increases the congestion window of path r by min(a/wtotal, 1/wr); and

• Once the source receives a congestion signal from path r, it decreases

the congestion window wr of path r to wr/2.

Here, wr is the current congestion window size (in the unit of MSS) of sub-

flow on path r, wtotal is the total congestion window size of all subflows,

given by wtotal =
∑Ks

r=1 wr, where Ks is the number of subflows, and a is an
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aggressiveness factor defined by

a = wtotal

max
1≤r≤Ks

wr

RTTr
2(∑Ks

r=1
wr

RTTr

)2 (7.1)

In (7.1), RTTr is the RTT of path r. The increment min(a/wtotal, 1/wr) for

congestion window size aims to ensure that each MPTCP subflow does not

increase its congestion window faster than a single-path TCP flow with the

same window size.

This algorithm aims to ensure that a multipath flow should i) perform at

least as well as a single-path flow on the best path available to it, and ii)

take no more capacity than a single-path flow would obtain at maximum

when experiencing the same loss rate. Basically, the objective i) motivates

users to run MPTCP, while the objective ii) guarantees that an MPTCP flow

gracefully shares the path bandwidth with regular single-path TCP flows.

The congestion control algorithm of MPTCP focuses on the two endpoints

of the MPTCP connection, i.e., the source and the destination. As a result,

it cannot be applied directly to the user cooperation scenario, as a relay in

the middle may have a great impact on the end-to-end performance.

In this section, we first investigate the performance of the congestion control

algorithm of MPTCP in a user cooperation scenario. In addition to providing

the relaying service for the MPTCP connection between the source and the

destination, the relays also have their local traffic based on TCP or more

generic AIMD protocols. Although TCP is the de facto standard for Internet
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applications, we also consider the more generic AIMD protocols, which can

satisfy differentiated QoS requirements.

In AIMD-based congestion control, the source additively increases the con-

gestion window by α units for each RTT and multiplicatively decreases the

window size to a fraction β of its previous value whenever there is a conges-

tion indication, e.g., triple duplicate acknowledgements. TCP is actually a

special case of AIMD with α = 1 and β = 0.5. On one hand, AIMD protocols

are flexible to offer service differentiation by adapting the (α, β) pair. On the

other hand, an AIMD flow can be ensured to be TCP-friendly if it satisfies

α =
3(1− β)

1 + β
(7.2)

where 0 < α < 3 and 0 < β < 1 [115].

Ideally, it is expected that, even when a relay is forwarding packets to the

destination, the same throughput should be achieved for its local single-

path traffic flow as that when there were no MPTCP subflows sharing the

relay path. Any possible performance degradation can jeopardize the moti-

vation for user cooperation. To demonstrate the effect of user cooperation

on MPTCP performance, we consider the user cooperation in Fig. 3.1 for the

LTE network. The source sends packets to the destination via two relays.

Each relay runs a local single-path TCP or AIMD (α = 0.7, β = 0.625) flow,

while acting as a relay for a TCP subflow to the destination.
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Figure 7.1: Throughput of MPTCP flows and local single-path flows.

Fig. 7.1 shows the throughput of all single-path TCP or AIMD flows and

MPTCP flows with the original MPTCP congestion control algorithm [80].

The dotted straight lines represent the sending rates of the single-path flows,

which are greater than half of the capacity of the LTE link between the

eNB and each relay. As seen in Fig. 7.1(a), the MPTCP aggregate through-

put converges to the larger throughput of the two single-path TCP flows,

which satisfies both objectives that the MPTCP congestion control algorithm

claims [80]. Meanwhile, the throughput of single-path TCP flows becomes

less than their corresponding sending rates, due to the bandwidth compe-

tition and sharing with the MPTCP subflows. Similar observations can be

made from Fig. 7.1(b), where the relays run single-path AIMD traffic flows

locally. Moreover, the MPTCP aggregate throughput eventually converges
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to a level that significantly overwhelms the larger throughput of the two

single-path AIMD flows, which violates the second objective of MPTCP.

This is because the aggressiveness factor of MPTCP cannot guarantee no

throughput degradation for single-path AIMD flows.

This problem is also harmful to the aggregate throughput of MPTCP with

SSRS. In SSRS, the destination selects relays based on the available band-

width of each relay. When the local traffic of the relays are controlled by

TCP or AIMD protocols, the bandwidths of the MPTCP subflows observed

at the destination can be quite different from the available bandwidths adver-

tised by the relays, which may lead to unexpected outages for the achievable

aggregate throughput. As a consequence, SSRS may not be able to guaran-

tee a stable aggregate throughput with MPTCP for all the time, since the

destination may update the active relay set too frequently due to the outage

events.

7.2 Proposed congestion control algorithms

7.2.1 Fairness for user cooperation

As illustrated in Section 3.1, there can be multiple transmission paths from

the source to the destination through different relays. The relays forward

packets to the destination via Wi-Fi links, which have a higher transmis-

sion rate than the LTE links between the eNB and the relays. Hence, we

assume that the LTE links are the bottleneck links of the paths. The total
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bandwidth (in Mbit/s), Br, of an end-to-end path r via a relay nr is then

limited by the capacity of the bottleneck link between the eNB and nr. The

available bandwidth (in Mbit/s) of path r is defined as the unused bandwidth

Br − Cr, where Cr is the total traffic rate of flows over the bottleneck link.

The available bandwidth may not be fully utilized due to factors such as a

small receive buffer and flow control, which restrict the achieved end-to-end

throughput [116].

Let Kr denote the number of local single-path flows over path r, and λr,l

denote the sending rate of a single-path flow fl over path r. Assume λr,l ≤ λr,j

if l < j and 1 ≤ l, j ≤ Kr. As such, the total traffic of local single-path flows

over the path r becomes
∑Kr

l=1 λr,l. The available bandwidth of path r is then

given by Br−
∑Kr

l=1 λr,l, which is the maximum throughput that an additional

multipath subflow aims to achieve without degrading the local flows.

Suppose that the sending rates of Jr (Jr ≤ Kr) single-path local flows of

relays are each less than ξr = Br

Kr+1
, which is the even share of the total

bandwidth of path r, when the local flows further share the path with an

additional multipath subflow. If the standard TCP and MPTCP congestion

control were followed [80], the other Kr−Jr TCP flows each having a sending

rate greater than ξr could not approach their sending rates for the throughput

due to the competition of the MPTCP subflow. As a result, the expected

throughput of the MPTCP subflow becomes (Br −
∑Jr

l=1 λr,l)/(Kr − Jr +

1). Hence, we define the ratio of the expected throughput of the MPTCP

subflow based on the standard control to the maximum throughput without
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degrading local traffic as

ρr =

Br−
∑Jr

l=1 λr,l

Kr−Jr+1

Br −
∑Kr

l=1 λr,l

(7.3)

For example, suppose that two local single-path TCP flows (A and B) run

over a path r of a total bandwidth of 3 Mbit/s. The sending rates of A and

B are 0.5 Mbit/s and 1.5 Mbit/s, respectively. If an MPTCP subflow of bulk

data transfer further uses the path, fair sharing among all flows should lead

to a throughput of 1 Mbit/s each. Since the sending rate of B (1.5 Mbit/s) is

greater than the fair share (1 Mbit/s), the achieved throughput of B will be

affected due to the bandwidth competition of the MPTCP subflow. In this

example, Br = 3 Mbit/s, Kr = 2, Jr = 1,
∑Kr

l=1 λr,l = (0.5+1.5) = 2 Mbit/s,∑Jr
l=1 λr,l = 0.5 Mbit/s. Therefore, the expected throughput of the TCP flow

B and MPTCP subflow will be 3−0.5
2−1+1

= 1.25 Mbit/s, which is the numerator

of (7.3). The denominator of (7.3) gives the maximum throughput that the

MPTCP subflow can achieve without degrading the throughput of A and

B, which is 3− (0.5 + 1.5) = 1 Mbit/s. Hence, according to (7.3), we have

ρr = 1.25. Hence, ρr = 1.25. Here, ρr > 1 implies that the MPTCP subflow

will take more than the unused bandwidth under the standard control and

exceed the maximum throughput without degrading local traffic. Therefore,

the increasing scale of the congestion window for the MPTCP subflow should

be further constrained.

For generality, we use (αr, βr) to denote the increasing and decreasing pa-
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rameters of the multipath subflow on path r and (α′
r, β′

r) for those of the

local single-path flow. In the special case of MPTCP for the multipath sub-

flow and TCP for the single-path flow, βr = 0.5, α′
r = 1, and β′

r = 0.5. It is

known that the mean throughput of a flow in a steady state is proportional

to its average congestion window size. Let W a,r and Wm,r denote the average

congestion window size of a single-path AIMD flow and that of the multipath

subflow on path r, respectively. To satisfy the ratio in (7.3), we have [115]

W a,r = ρrWm,r. (7.4)

Following the analytical approach in [115], we can obtain [14]

W a,r =
1 + β′

r

2

α′
r(1− βr)Yr

τ
, Wm,r =

1 + βr

2

αr(1− β′
r)Yr

τ
(7.5)

where τ = α′
r + αr − αrβ

′
r − α′

rβr. When the total congestion window size of

the single-path AIMD flow and the multipath subflow is no less than Yr, it is

referred to as an overload region. The details of the derivation for (7.5) are

given in Appendix A. We combine (7.4) and (7.5) to obtain

αr =
α′
r(β

′
r + 1)(βr − 1)

ρr(β′
r − 1)(βr + 1)

. (7.6)

To ensure TCP-friendliness, the (α′
r, β

′
r) of the single-path flow should satisfy
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(7.2). That is, α′
r =

3(1+β′
r)

1−β′
r
. Then, we can simplify (7.6) to the following:

αr =
1

ρr
· 3(1− βr)

1 + βr

. (7.7)

When the multipath subflow is based on MPTCP, βr = 0.5 and we have

αr =
1

ρr
. (7.8)

For any generic multipath subflow with the increasing and decreasing param-

eters (αr, βr) on path r, assuming βr = β′
r, we further have

αr =
1

ρr
· 3(1− β′

r)

1 + β′
r

=
1

ρr
· α′

r. (7.9)

7.2.2 Extended aggressiveness factor

As observed in Fig. 7.1(b), MPTCP cannot work well with local single-path

AIMD flows because the MPTCP subflow is too aggressive and taking too

much bandwidth of the LTE relay link. As a result, the throughput of local

AIMD flows is significantly decreased. Therefore, when there is no bandwidth

competition (i.e., ρ ≤ 1) between the local single-path flow and the multipath

subflow sharing the same path, we need to further regulate the aggressive

multipath subflow. In the following, we extend the aggressiveness factor of

MPTCP.

Referring to the objective ii) of MPTCP, the multipath flow should take no
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more capacity than any single-path flow that shares the path when experienc-

ing the same loss rate. The throughput of the multipath flow when subject

to the same loss rate is upper bounded by the maximum throughput of the

single-path flow, i.e.,

Ks∑
r=1

wm,r

RTTr

= max
1≤r≤Ks

wa,r

RTTr

(7.10)

where wm,r and wa,r are the congestion window sizes of the multipath subflow

and single-path AIMD flow on path r, respectively. The left-hand side of

(7.10) gives the aggregate throughput of the multipath flow, while the right-

hand side is the maximum throughput of the single-path AIMD flow.

For stability consideration, an increasing size of the congestion window for

the multipath subflow on path r should be balanced with a decreasing amount

in equilibrium. According to the congestion control algorithm of MPTCP,

the source increases the congestion window of path r by min(a/wtotal, 1/wr)

once an ACK is received from path r. Generalizing this idea, we extend the

aggressiveness factor ar given a general increasing parameter αr for path r.

Hence,

(1− pr)min

(
ar

wtotal

,
αr

wm,r

)
= prwm,rβr (7.11)

where pr is the packet loss rate (in percentage) of path r, wtotal is the total

congestion window size of the multipath subflows, (αr, βr) are the increasing

and decreasing parameters of the multipath subflow on path r, and ar is the

aggressive factor for the multipath subflow on path r.
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Likewise, the single-path AIMD flow is subject to the same path loss and

satisfies

(1− pr)
α′
r

wa,r

= prwa,rβ
′
r (7.12)

where (α′
r, β

′
r) are the increasing and decreasing parameters of the local

single-path AIMD flow. Rearranging (7.12), we have

pr
1− pr

=
1

(wa,r)2
α′
r

β′
r

. (7.13)

To achieve the objective of regulating the aggressive multipath subflow, the

aggressiveness factor ar is designed to guarantee ar
wtotal

≤ αr

wm,r
. Here, ar

wtotal

is the overall increasing size of the multipath flow, which also implies the

achievable throughput of the multipath flow. In addition, αr

wm,r
is the increas-

ing size of the multipath subflow over path r. As the increasing parameter of

the single-path flow over path r is unknown to the multipath subflow for con-

gestion control, we assume the increasing parameter of the single-path AIMD

flow to be the same as that of the multipath subflow sharing the same path.

That is, α′
r = αr. Hence, αr

wm,r
can imply the achievable throughput of the

single-path AIMD flow over path r. Therefore, ar
wtotal

≤ αr

wm,r
ensures that the

overall throughput of the multipath flow is no greater than the throughput

of the single-path AIMD flow sharing the same path.
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Applying (7.13) to (7.11), we obtain

ar = wtotalwm,rβr
pr

1− pr

= wtotalwm,rβr

[
1

(wa,r)2
α′
r

β′
r

]
= α′

rwtotal
wm,r

(wa,r)2
βr

β′
r

.

Similar to Section 7.2.1, assuming βr = β
′
r, we have

ar = α
′

rwtotal
wm,r

(wa,r)2
. (7.14)

Considering the maximum throughput of the single-path AIMD flow in (7.10),

ar can be expressed in a form similar to (7.1) as follows:

ar = α′
rwtotal

wm,r

RTT 2
r

( wa,r

RTTr
)2

= α′
rwtotal

max
1≤s≤Ks

wm,s

RTT 2
s

max
1≤s≤Ks

(
wa,s

RTTs

)2

= α′
rwtotal

max
1≤s≤Ks

wm,s

RTT 2
s∑Ks

s=1

(
wm,s

RTTs

)2 . (7.15)

Based on the new aggressiveness factor in (7.15), it is guaranteed that the

multipath subflow does not take more bandwidth than a single-path flow

when experiencing the same loss rate.
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At last, it is worth mentioning that the packet loss rate pr in (7.11) refers in

particular to the loss due to congestion. In a wireless environment, packet

loss can be induced by congestion as well as by transmission errors. On one

hand, it is expected that the lower physical and link layers can address well

packet loss due to transmission errors.

On the other hand, the multipath congestion control algorithm can be prop-

erly integrated with a wireless TCP solution as a sublayer below. For exam-

ple, in [117], a source of single-path TCP differentiates loss due to congestion

or link errors based on explicit congestion notification (ECN). In the latter

case, the source retransmits packets without decreasing the congestion win-

dow. Only if explicit congestion signal is received over a path should the

source decrease its congestion window according to the multipath conges-

tion control algorithm. As such, the packet loss occurring in a lower layer is

hidden to the multipath transport layer.

7.2.3 Two cases with local TCP or AIMD flows

Based on the analysis in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, we extend the MPTCP

congestion control (MCC) algorithm to ensure fair bandwidth sharing in the

user cooperation scenario:

• Once the source receives an ACK message from path r, it increases its

congestion window wr for path r by min(ar/wtotal, α
′
r/wr) if ρr ≤ 1, or

by min(α′
r/wr, α

′
r/(ρrwr)) if ρr > 1; and
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• Once the source receives a congestion signal from path r, it decreases

its congestion window for path r to βrwr.

Since ρr > 1 implies that the multipath subflow is taking more than the un-

used bandwidth and degrading local traffic, the increasing scale of the conges-

tion window for the multipath subflow is limited by min(α′
r/wr, α

′
r/(ρrwr)).

The first parameter α′
r/wr restricts the multipath subflow so that it does not

increase its congestion window faster than the single-path AIMD flow. Here,

α′
r is the increasing parameter of the single-path AIMD flow sharing path r.

The second parameter α′
r/(ρrwr) is based on the condition in (7.9).

On the other hand, when ρr ≤ 1, there is no bandwidth competition between

the multipath subflow and local single-path flow. In this case, the conges-

tion window increasing parameter for the multipath subflow is defined as

min(ar/wtotal, α
′
r/wr). The first parameter ar/wtotal regulates the aggressive

behavior of the multipath subflow, so that the multipath flow achieves an

aggregate throughput no greater than that of the single-path flow. Here, ar

is the extended aggressiveness factor given in (7.14), which is also expressed

in another form in (7.15). Similar to the case with ρr > 1, the second pa-

rameter α′
r/wr ensures fair sharing between the multipath subflow and the

single-path AIMD flow.

It is worth noting that the proposed congestion control algorithm requires

that the multipath subflow obtain α′
r through additional signalling. In prac-

tice, a well-known fixed (α, β) pair is often defined for a specific scenario in

advance [118]. Also, ρr can be measured by the destination and signalled
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back to the source in a certain frequency, e.g., for every 2 seconds in the

experiments in Section 7.3.

Based on the above algorithm, we can have two extensions to MPTCP in a

user cooperation scenario when the local single-path flow are based on TCP

or generic AIMD, referred to as MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop, respectively.

The following specifies the first extension MCC-Coop:

• Once the source receives an ACK from path r, it increases the conges-

tion window of path r by min(a/wtotal, 1/wr) if ρr ≤ 1, or by min(1/wr,

1/(ρrwr)) if ρr > 1; and

• Once the source receives a congestion signal from path r, it decreases

the congestion window wr of path r to wr/2.

Note that α
′
r = 1 and β

′
r = 0.5 for the single-path TCP flow, while βr = 0.5

for MPTCP. Hence, the aggressiveness factor defined in (7.15) reverts to the

original aggressiveness factor of MPTCP given in (7.1).

The more generic extension GMCC-Coop for MPTCP with the local single-

path AIMD flow is described as follows:

• Once the source receives an ACK message from path r, it increases its

congestion window wr for path r by min(ar/wtotal, α
′
r/wr) if ρr ≤ 1, or

by min(α′
r/wr, α′

r/(ρrwr)) if ρr > 1; and

• Once the source receives a congestion signal from path r, it decreases

its congestion window for path r to wr/2.
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7.3 Experimental results of bandwidth shar-

ing algorithms

In this section, we evaluate the aggregate throughput of MPTCP with MCC-

Coop or GMCC-Coop in both the static and dynamic scenarios. The local

traffic at the relays is controlled by TCP or AIMD protocols. In the ex-

periments, the ratio ρr defined in (7.3) is measured in every 2 seconds at

the destination. Also, we consider the same system topology defined in Sec-

tion 3.1 with two fixed relays. The other simulation parameters are the same

as the default parameters given in Table 3.1.

7.3.1 Static scenario

We first evaluate the performance of MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop in a static

scenario, where the destination is connected to two fixed relays. Each relay

forwards packets for one MPTCP subflow between the source and the desti-

nation.

Fig. 7.2 shows the aggregate throughput of the MPTCP flow for the destina-

tion, and the individual throughput of local single-path flows of the relays.

In Fig. 7.2(a), the sending rates of the two single-path TCP flows over the

two relays are 1.0 and 0.9 Mbit/s, respectively. Because the total bandwidth

of each relay is 1.2 Mbit/s, we have ρ1 = 5 and ρ2 = 3, both greater than

1. Hence, MCC-Coop is activated for both paths to protect the local traf-

fic of the relays. As seen in Fig. 7.2(a), the throughput of the local TCP
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Figure 7.2: Throughput of MPTCP flows with MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop
and local single-path flows in the static scenario.

flows converges to their corresponding sending rates. This exactly achieves

our design objective that the throughput of local TCP flows is not degraded

by the MPTCP subflow sharing the same path. A similar observation for

MPTCP with GMCC-Coop can be made from Fig. 7.2(b), where the local

traffic consists of two single-path AIMD flows with α′
r = 0.7 and β′

r = 0.625.

7.3.2 Dynamic scenario

In this section, we evaluate MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop in a more dy-

namic scenario. The SSRS algorithm in Chapter 4 is used to guarantee a

stable aggregate throughput of MPTCP to meet the target bit rate (TBR)

requirement at the destination. In SSRS, the destination dynamically main-
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tains an active relay set, whose total available bandwidth falls into a range[
(1 − θ)TBR, (1 + θ)TBR

]
, 0 < θ < 1. In the following experiments, the

TBR and θ are set to 3 Mbit/s and 10%, respectively.

In the dynamic scenario, the sending rates of the local traffic of relays are

time-varying during the simulation. Moreover, in order to examine how

MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop respect the local traffic of the relays and help

SSRS to achieve a stable aggregate throughput, we divide the dynamic sce-

nario in the simulation into three special stages:

• S1 for the period from the 10th second to the 20th second: the send-

ing rate of each relay in the active set is less than half of the total

bandwidth on the corresponding path via that relay;

• S2 for the period from the 20th second to the 40th second: the sending

rate of one relay in the active set is less than half of the total bandwidth

of the corresponding path via that relay, while the sending rate of the

other relay in the active set is greater than half of the total bandwidth

of the corresponding path via that relay; and

• S3 for the period from the 40th second to the 60th second: the sending

rate of each relay in the active set is greater than half of the total

bandwidth on the corresponding path via that relay..

Fig. 7.3 compares the throughput of MPTCP and the proposed extension

MCC-Coop. In order to demonstrate performance variations with network

dynamics, we use average throughput for every 2 seconds. As seen in Fig. 7.3,
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Figure 7.3: Aggregate throughput of MPTCP and MCC-Coop with SSRS in
the dynamic scenario.

because the sending rates of all active relays in S1 are very low (e.g., < 0.2

Mbit/s), only the standard congestion control algorithm of MPTCP takes

effect. Therefore, the aggregate throughput of MPTCP with MCC-Coop is

very close to that of the standard MPTCP congestion control. As the local

traffic in some relays is increased in S2, a new active set with three relays is

selected by SSRS to satisfy the TBR requirement. The sending rate of one

particular relay is larger than half of the total bandwidth on the path via

this relay. As already shown in Fig. 7.1(a), the standard congestion control

of MPTCP tends to take more bandwidth aggressively and thus harms the

local traffic in that relay. At the end of S2, the aggregate throughput of

MPTCP is greater than that of MCC-Coop.

The aggressive behavior of MPTCP becomes more evident in S3 when all
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Figure 7.4: Aggregate throughput of MPAIMD and GMCC-Coop with SSRS
in a dynamic scenario.

active relays are sending their local TCP traffic at rates greater than half

of the path bandwidths. As a result, the aggregate throughput of MPTCP

exceeds the TBR upper bound, which triggers SSRS to update the active

relay set. Consequently, the aggregate throughput of MPTCP fluctuates at

a much larger scale, while the aggregate throughput of MCC-Coop is more

stable and stays within the TBR range.

The GMCC-Coop extension in Section 7.2.2 addresses particularly the band-

width sharing between MPTCP subflows and local AIMD flows at relays.

Depending on the projected throughput ratio ρr, the congestion window of

the MPTCP subflow is increased in different manners. To illustrate the ef-

fect of this differentiation, we consider a reference algorithm, referred to as

MPAIMD [14]. Following an ACK reception, MPAIMD always increases the
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congestion window wr for path r by min(ar/wtotal, α
′
r/wr). That is, MPAIMD

does not distinguish different cases of ρr by always assuming ρr ≤ 1 and thus

neglects the bandwidth competition and potential harm to local single-path

traffic.

Fig. 7.4 compares the aggregate throughput of GMCC-Coop and MPAIMD

with local AIMD flows. Similar to Fig. 7.3, it is observed that GMCC-

Coop is not only less aggressive in S2 and S3 when there are higher local

traffic demands, but also provides a more stable aggregate throughput than

MPAIMD.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we focus on the bandwidth sharing between the MPTCP sub-

flows and the local single-path flows of relays for a user cooperation scenario

in the LTE network. Two types of local traffic at the relays are considered,

including TCP and AIMD single-path flows. The proposed extensions, MCC-

Coop and GMCC-Coop, aim to restrict the aggressive behavior of MPTCP

and protect the local TCP and AIMD traffic at the relays. Specifically, the

MPTCP subflow on a path cannot exceed a maximum throughput, which

is the available bandwidth of the relay on the path so as not to degrade

the throughput of local traffic at the relays. Depending on the ratio of the

expected throughput under the standard MPTCP congestion control to the

maximum throughput allowed for the MPTCP subflow, the congestion win-
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dow of the MPTCP subflow, especially the increasing scale, is adapted in

different manners. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the

proposed solutions in both the static and dynamic scenarios. It is shown

that MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop not only guarantee the throughput of lo-

cal traffic at the relays, but also ensure that SSRS achieves a stable aggregate

throughput to satisfy the TBR requirement.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we aim to enable efficient multipath transmission based on

MPTCP with user cooperation in the LTE network. In a user cooperation

scenario, nearby relays can receive packets on behalf of the destination via

their own LTE links and then forward the packets toward the destination

via Wi-Fi links. By this means, the destination can aggregate the available

bandwidth of the relays by enabling a MPTCP connection, which includes

multiple subflows from the source to the destination through different relays.

Nevertheless, in order to provide a stable QoS to the upper layers, MPTCP

needs to address several critical issues: 1) how does MPTCP offer a stable

aggregate throughput to the application at the destination in a highly dy-

namic user cooperation scenario? 2) how does MPTCP guarantee a stable
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goodput, which reflects the real application-level throughput, based on the

steady aggregate throughput? and 3) how does MPTCP respect the local

traffic of the relays? This means that the relay should be guaranteed the

same throughput for the local traffic as that when it does not forward the

traffic for the destination, which can be seen as a key motivation for mobile

users to provide any relaying service.

In order to address the above challenges, we propose several enhancement

modules for MPTCP, which are highlighted in the following.

• Subset-sum based relay selection (SSRS), which is an application layer

enhancement module for MPTCP and runs at the relay and the des-

tination. SSRS aims to guarantee a stable aggregate throughput to

satisfy the TBR requirement of the specific application at the destina-

tion. Based on a fully polynomial-time relay selection algorithm, SSRS

efficiently selects multiple relay sets whose total available bandwidths

are within an acceptable TBR range, e.g., between 90% and 110% of

TBR. Then, SSRS chooses the active and backup relay sets based on

several criteria, e.g., the available bandwidths and the number of re-

lays. Once the aggregate throughput is observed out of the TBR range

at the destination, the active set is smoothly migrated to the backup

set. The backup set is updated periodically at the destination by moni-

toring the available bandwidth variations at the relays. The simulation

results demonstrate that SSRS achieves a stable aggregate throughput

in both the static and dynamic available bandwidth patterns at the
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relays.

• Adaptive congestion control (ACC), which is a module based on the

standard MPTCP congestion control at the source and aims to enhance

the goodput performance of MPTCP. Although SSRS can guarantee a

stable aggregate throughput with MPTCP, the goodput observed at the

application layer of the destination is still far lower than the aggregate

throughput, since the end-to-end delay differences of the relay paths can

cause out-of-order packets. As the goodput is inversely proportional

to the end-to-end path delay difference, ACC improves the goodput

by dynamical adapting the congestion window of MPTCP subflows so

as to minimize the path delay differences. Experimental results show

that the goodput of MPTCP is significantly improved by using ACC

together with SSRS. On average, the goodput of SSRS + ACC is 1.5

higher than that of SSRS alone in the static pattern, while the goodput

of SSRS + ACC is 1.33 times higher than that of SSRS alone in the

dynamic pattern.

• Differentiated packet forwarding (DPF), which is another module that

complements with ACC so as to further improve the goodput of MPTCP

at the destination. In a user cooperation scenario, ACC cannot elimi-

nate the delay differences of the paths, since the end-to-end path delay

is affected by many other factors, which are not controlled by the end-

points, e.g., the queue length at the routers. DPF works in a distributed
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manner at the relays and the destination. The destination periodically

sends an expected DSN range to the relays. The relays buffer the out-

of-order packets outside this range and only forward the packets within

this range to the destination. Further, a fast ACK scheme is imple-

mented at the relays to enable the relays to return ACK messages to

the source for the buffered packets on behalf of the destination. This

fast ACK scheme can reduce the delayed ACKs that cause unnecessary

decrease of congestion window at the source. It is seen in the experi-

ments results that the goodput of DPF is 1.32 times higher and 1.44

times higher than that of SSRS alone in static pattern and dynamic

pattern, respectively. And the goodput achieved by DPF is more stable

than that of ACC. It is also observed that the three modules (SSRS,

ACC and DPF) can work well together and provide the highest and

most stable goodput in both the static and dynamic available band-

width patterns.

• The bandwidth sharing module aims to guarantee fair bandwidth shar-

ing between the MPTCP subflows and the local single-path flows at the

relays. Two extensions, MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop, are proposed

based on the standard MPTCP congestion control. They restrict the

aggressive behavior of MPTCP and protect the local TCP and AIMD

traffic at the relays by regulating the increase of congestion window of

each path based on a throughput ratio. As such, the throughput of the

MPTCP subflow on a path is bound by a maximum throughput, which
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is the available bandwidth of the relay path. Also, a new aggressive-

ness factor is derived in GMCC-Coop so as to protect the local AIMD

single-path traffic at the relays. Experimental results demonstrate that

MCC-Coop and GMCC-Coop can guarantee that the throughput of

local TCP and AIMD flows at the relays is not degraded in various

scenarios.

It is worth mentioning that the performance of the above extension modules

is evaluated in the latest network simulator ns-3, with our implementations

of MPTCP and the user cooperation scenario in the LTE network. Our

MPTCP module supports the core functions of MPTCP, such as the socket

APIs, coupled congestion control, path management, and packet scheduler.

Our extension of the LTE module in ns-3, which has already been merged

into official release 3.16, includes a new packet scheduler at the eNB and a

new UE registration process.

8.2 Future work

As discussed in Section 8.1, the proposed modules can provide a stable aggre-

gate throughput, greatly improve the goodput of MPTCP and well respect

the local traffic at relays. In order to optimize the performance of MPTCP in

a user cooperation scenario of the LTE network, our research can be further

extended in the following aspects.

Advanced traffic models
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In this thesis, we use various traffic models to evaluate the performance of the

proposed modules. The bulk data model is used for MPTCP flow between

the source and the destination, while the on-off model is used for single-path

flows of relays to generate the background traffic in different patterns, e.g.,

the static pattern and the dynamic patterns.

In the future, traffic models for specific applications can be used so as to

investigate the performance of the proposed modules in more complex en-

vironments. On one hand, a video traffic model can be used to generate

the local traffic at the relays so as to simulate a highly dynamic available

bandwidth pattern [119]. On the other hand, the video traffic model can

be considered for the MPTCP connection as well. Both cases may force the

destination to re-select the relay set based on the available bandwidths of

the relays or the TBR requirement of the destination. Although SSRS can

efficiently update the relay set in these two scenarios, it still needs to further

study how seriously these complex traffic models can affect the stability of

the aggregate throughput of MPTCP.

Extensions to proposed modules

Several potential extensions can be considered for each proposed module to

further improve their performance in more dynamic scenarios.

First, the fixed TBR variation range of aggregate throughput in the SSRS

module can be extended to a dynamic range, which may vary with several

criteria, such as the number of buffered packets at the destination and the
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network conditions. In the case of a low aggregate throughput, the TBR vari-

ation range can be expanded to avoid handing over the MPTCP subflows to

the backup relay set if there are enough packets buffered at the destination.

As such, the application at the destination can retrieve the packets from the

local buffer first so that the low aggregate throughput will not be perceived

by the user immediately. Also, the relay selection algorithm of SSRS can

be extended by taking into account more factors to achieve various addi-

tional objectives, e.g., to minimize the energy consumption by considering

the energy cost of the relays.

Second, ACC can use a different maximum adaptation limit for each MPTCP

subflow to control the congestion on each path more precisely. In ACC, the

source uses the same maximum adaptation limit to avoid severe throughput

degradation on each path. In fact, the MPTCP subflow with a large con-

gestion window (cwnd) can stand more adaptations than the subflow with a

smaller cwnd. Hence, it is worth further studying how to relate the maximum

adaptation limit of a path with its congestion window size.

Third, in DPF, the destination can assign a different expected DSN range

to each relay by considering additional factors, such as the buffer size of

the relays. If a relay has a limited size of buffer for forwarding packets to

the destination, the DSN range for the relay should be updated adaptively

to avoid overflowing the buffer. The DSN range of the relays can also be

determined by jointly considering the throughput and the delay difference of

the MPTCP subflows. A relay path with a high throughput and a significant
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delay difference with other paths requires a larger DSN range to buffer the

out-of-order packets. The destination can combine these factors together to

decide the DSN range for each relay.
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Appendix A

Proof of Equation (7.5)

In this appendix, we present the derivation of (7.5) using the analytical

method in [115]. Consider a scenario where a single-path AIMD flow and

a multipath subflow share a common path r. Let (αr, βr) denote the general

increasing and decreasing parameters of the multipath subflow on path r and

(α′
r, β

′
r) represent those of the local single-path AIMD flow. Let Wa,r(t) and

Wm,r(t) denote the congestion window size at time t of a single-path AIMD

flow and that of the multipath subflow on path r, respectively.

According to Eqs. (2) and (3) in [115], we obtain the following equations for

the above scenario:

Wa,r(t+∆t) = Wa,r(t) + α′
r∆t (A.1)

Wm,r(t+∆t) = Wm,r(t) + αr∆t (A.2)
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where ∆t is a short time period. Combining (A.1) and (A.2), we have

Wm,r(t+∆t)−Wm,r(t)

Wa,r(t+∆t)−Wa,r(t)
=

αr

α′
r

. (A.3)

This implies that the slope of the congestion window size of the single-path

AIMD flow versus that of the multipath subflow on path r is αr/α
′
r (see Fig. 1

of [115]).

Consider an overload region for path r when the total congestion window

size of the single-path AIMD flow and the multipath subflow is no less than

Yr. Then, Eqs. (5) - (7) in [115] can be rewritten as

Wa,r(tl) +Wm,r(tl) = Yr (A.4)

Wa,r(t
+
l ) = β′

rWa,r(tl) (A.5)

Wm,r(t
+
l ) = βrWm,r(tl) (A.6)

where tl is the time that two flows enter into the overload region for the lth

time, where l ≥ 1. Assume that both flows receive the congestion signal

once their total sending rates exceed the link capacity, and decrease their

congestion window simultaneously. Then, Wa,r(t
+
l ) and Wm,r(t

+
l ) denote the

immediate decreased congestion window size of the single-path AIMD flow

and that of the MPTCP subflow, respectively.
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Based on (A.3)-(A.6), we further have

Wm,r(tl+1)−Wm,r(t
+
l )

Wa,r(tl+1)−Wa,r(t
+
l )

=
Wm,r(tl+1)− βrWm,r(tl)

Wa,r(tl+1)− β′
rWa,r(tl)

=
Wm,r(tl+1)− βrWm,r(tl)

(Yr −Wm,r(tl+1))− β′
r(Yr −Wm,r(tl))

=
αr

α′
r

.

(A.7)

Then, Wm,r(tl+1) can be expressed as

Wm,r(tl+1) =
αrβ

′
r + α′

rβr

αr + α′
r

Wm,r(tl) + +
αr(1− β′

r)

αr + α′
r

Yr. (A.8)

Rearranging (A.8), we have

Wm,r(tl+1)−Wm,r(tl) = −
αr(1− β′

r) + α′
r(1− βr)

αr + α′
r

Wm,r(tl) +
αr(1− β′

r)

αr + α′
r

Yr.

(A.9)

Following the analysis in [115], when Wm,r(tl+1)−Wm,r(tl)→ 0 to reach the

steady state, the congestion window Wm,r(tl) converges to αr(1− β′
r)Yr/τ ,

where τ = α′
r + αr − αrβ

′
r − α′

rβr. Similarly,Wa,r(tl) converges to α
′
r(1− βr)Yr/τ .

Then, based on Eqs. (11) and (12) in [115], we can calculate the average con-

gestion window size by

W a,r =
1 + β′

r

2

α′
r(1− βr)Yr

τ
, Wm,r =

1 + βr

2

αr(1− β′
r)Yr

τ
. (A.10)
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